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COAL MERCHANTS
IN SESSION HERE
Two States are Represented in
Gathering of Retail Dealers
at Eagles' Hall

KNOXVILLE IS THE NEXT PLACE

PADUCAH. KY.. THURSDAY EVENING. JUNE 13 1907.
WEATHER FORECAST.
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Reciprocal Deniurrage Will Be POD..
Opal Topic of Discuesion
Tomorrow.

'LOCKJAW SETS IN
AFTER AN INJURY

TilE

PRESIDENT

NAILS

AN

10 CENTS PEE WEEK

ANANIAS

WIFE, NO. 2, HERE
FROM BROOKPORT

STORY.

Walter MeCawley is UnconTells All About Her
scious and Dying

Alias Joe Johnson
His Stick Penetrated His Hand While
He Was Chasing Chickens a
Week Ago.

HE

RECEIVED A TERRIBLE WOUND.

ELECTION

OF

OFFICERS

Metropolis, Ill., June 13. (Special).
---Mr. Walter McGawley, one of the
Thunder nheevent tonight and Fri- managers of the flour mill, is unconday. Highest temperature yesterday, scious and in a dying condition from
Se; lowest today, M.
lockjaw, at his borne, Sixth and Ferry streets. Dr. Taylor, of Paducah,
is attending him. The Cowling makJAPS SURPRISED.
ing, a special trip this morning to
Tokio, June 13.—Reports of
carry the doctor to Metropolis, Mr.
the belligerent feeling of the
MeCawley was driving out chickens
Japanese people toward
the
with a stick Tuesday, June 4, when
United States circulating in
the seek broke in his hand. The inAmerica and throughout Europe
jury was so severe it was necessary
is a surprise to the great mass
to chloroform him to remove the
of people of this country. As a
splinter.
nuoter of fact little serious attention has been ateen by the
people am a whole to disturb-. FUNERAL OF HALLIE PARKER
HELD THIS AFTERNOON.
tutees at San Francisco,

15

STILL

FOR

FIGHTING.

Efforts Are Being Made to
Get Ale
other Alleged Wife of
Prisoner
to Conte,

1111LAIIIErlosi.

AN

Alleges

'Marriage to Mr. Joe
Frith,

ABOUT

A

MARRIAGE LICENSE.

Reciprocal demurrage and other
problems of coal transportation will
Joe Frith, alias Joe
Johnson,
be the subjects of moat importance
charged as a fugitive from
justice
discussed in the annual convention of
in police court, was held
for GO days.
the Kentucky-Tennessee Retail Coal
Authorities will at once apply for reMerchants' association that began In
quisition papers to take hint back
to
the Eagles' Hall, Sixth street and
—MaCuteken
Brookport, where a charge of big_
. as Chicago Tribune
Broadway, this
morning
at
10
amy is pending against him.
Frith
O'clock, The election of officers and
still asserts his innocence and says
he
MORGAN
FUNERAL.
selection of the next place of meeting
veil fight the (else to the last
notch.
Washington, June 13.— The
took place this afternoon. Knoxville,
011ie Wilson Johnson, wife No. 2,
funeral party with body of the
It. was practically settled this morncame to Paducah this morning to aplate senator Morgan, will leave
ing, shall be the next place of meetpear against Frith, and talked
freely
tonight for Selma, Ala. It was
ing, and few changes in the officers
to a reporter, corroborating
the
decided
not
to
hold
services in
and directorate were discussed.
The funeral of Hattie Nichols
SERIOUS RIOTING.
statements of Constable Sheffer.
Washington.
The colivention will last through
Parker, who was found dead in the
Cleveland, June 13.—Serious
"I am wife number 2, and will apFriday night., closing with a smoker.
rioting again at the market is in
city jail yesterday at noon was held
pear against Mr. Frith." she stated.
$24,000,000
BONUS.
This morning the program opened
progress. A fight was made by
this afternoon at 2 o'clock at the Commercial Club Will Name
"lie married me in Brookport
Los Angeles, June 113.—By a
with an address of welcome by MayA. L. CowellSays He Took Son
orthodox Jews. against Kosher
Mattil-Efinger undertaking parlors.
February 3, 19e)4, and would often
vote
of
ten
to
one
Angeles
Los
or Yeiser with a response on behalf
Committee
Lo
shops, which raised the price of
The burial was in Oak Grove cemeCo-operate
declared Wednesday for bonding
Back to Fulton and His Wife leave me for several days. When he
of the delegates by W. J. Prescott, of
beef four cents A pound. The
tery. Her mother and other relatives
came over to Paducah and returned,
Vt
ith Tibbacco Men to Bring
the city for 11123,000,000 for
Memphis. President W. C. Williams
shop, reputed to he the head of
(rota Mayfield and Paducah attended.
Did Not Want Child---Will he informed me he had been travelbuilding a municipal
water
of Louisville, made his annual rethe Kosher terse was attacked
Yesterday afternoon the coroner's
ing for Covington Bros. I did not
Con vention
works system second in magni_
port on the affairs of the association
by a mob of 600 armed with
Keep Son With Him
jury returned a verdict that she came
suspect he was not traveling, and
tude
only
to
Croton
the
system
followed by an address by Mr. Will
clubs and kerosene, with which
to her death from heart trouble. The
gave the matter no thought. When
of New 'fork. Pure water will
H. Farley on the subject, "A Local
to ruin the meat. The mob finalonly witness was a negro woman In
he became indifferent towards me, I
be brought to the city by an
Association's Relation to the State
ly was dispersed after three wca
jail, who heard several gasps, and THOUSANDS GO TO GUTHRIE.
went to Isouisvillee then to Brazil,
aqueduct 250 miles long.
IS LIVING HERE IN PADUCAH.
Assuciatien." The secretary's annual
men were arrested,
saw the woman in convulsions.
Ind. Two weeks ago I returned and
report given by
Mr. George Cary
found that Frith had a wife and
METCALF ALL RIGHT.
Tabb, of Louisville, reviewed the
GRAIN MAKerse.
four children waiting for him
Washington, June 13.— SecWon Big Tobacco Suit.
at
One of the plans advanced by the
membership and general condition of
Cincinnati, June 13.—Wheat,
retary of the "Navy Metcalf and
When A. L. Cowell. of Twenty- Brookport. I went to the house, exArguing use, ii u clock last night, Commercial club is to
the association. "How I Found the
induce the
1144; corn 56%; oats, 48S4.
a party are now ate:ening up
fourth street and Broadway, return- pecting to find him,. butI did not,
John K. Hendrick and William Mar- Dark Tobacco Growers'
Retail Coal Business in Knoxville",
association
the Potomac on the dispatch
ed to Paducah yesterday, he was find said nothing to the other wife
ble of this city finally won out in of this district to hold its
was the subject of an address by
great
bar
DISAPPOINTED; KILLS.
boat Dolphin. The vessel passed
greatly surprised to find that his ac- about him. We have a two-year-old
their case In circuit court at Prince- becue and meeting at
Ralph Rogers, of that city.
Paducah intion in taking
Indian Head, Md., today.
Alliance, Os, June 13—Harold
his 9-year-old son daughter.
ton. J. G. Orr suad the Imperial To- stead of Guthrie next
Directly following the treasurer's
fall
Last fall
-Derhodes, 23 years old, eame
from his mother at Fulton bad
bacco company for $13,000 for a 23.000 people assembled
"About his serving a term in the
report this afternoon on opening the
at Guthrie,
here from Franklin Square to
aroused much interest.
FEMALE SUFFRAGE.
barn of tobacco, sole to them, but and 50.0 beeves
penitentiary I know little, except
session at 2:341 o'clock, the election
were
slaughtered
and
ask: Halle Thompson, 20 years
Washington, Jane 13.— The
"Why I did not abduct the child; that it is generally stated in Brookburned before the deed had been.of officers was begun. The present
barbecued for the. entertainment of
old, to elope with hine She relatest campaign news from the
I simply took hint away, and he port that he did go to pris(Mn.
corded. The Imperial Tobacco com- the crowd. It Is
officers of the association are : W. C.
I
the
biggest and
futed and Herhodes shot himself• pany will appeal the case. Judge
went willingly enough," Cowell de- know that the marriage
Philippines Is to the effect that
Williams, president, Louisville:
most Important gathering in this end
G.
licensee he
through the stomach, falling at
women have started a crusade
clared. "I did not have any trouble secured when we were
Yeatnae of Henderson
represented of Kentucky and
S. Johnson, vice-president, Gallatin,
married was
Tennessee, and it is
her feet. He will prebably die.
getting him, and even took him back gotten by Liveryman
for suffrage. Women of the
the defendant.
Tenn.; W. T. Atkinson, treasurer,
Gip
believed if the proper amount of efMcGhee,
yesterday
wealthiest
to
his
let
and
mother
neat
prominent
say
goodClarksville. Tenn;
George Cary
and Frith gave him a worthless
fort is put forth Paducah may draw
(manlike
bye."
in
the
archipelago
are
Tabb, secretary, Louisville, Directors:
DOUBLE KILLING.
check. Once Frith paid a bill at a
the crowd. A committee will be aprequiring candidates for the
Cowell intends to keep the chill local hotel with a worthless check,'
:George S. Chowning, Shelbyville,
—
pointed and local tobacco men will
eoniing assembly
pledge
to
and says that his wife does not care and has never properly supported
Ky.; B. G. Dickinson, Glaegow; Stan- WIU Champion Shoots His Brotherbe asked to co-operate in the effort.
themselves to introduce a bill
ley Adams, Louisville; E. C. Mahan,
for the child. He explained his postin-Law and Latter's Mistress.
extending the ballot to women,
tion minutely.
Knoxville, Tenn.;
W. T. Murphy,
Mrs. Frith formerly lived here and
-DIXON HELD OVER,
Martin, Tenn..; C. C. Sullins, Knox"My wife sued me for divorce, al- in Brookport has a sister and several
Eddyville, Ky., June
13.--eNews
ville, Tenn. The last two directors
leging the wasting of my estate, but other relatives. Efforts to get the
received here of a double killing in
Police Court Adjourns to the Sideare the only ones whose terms expire
she cannot prove this. I have letters other wife here are being made.
Lyon county. Will Cthampion, a
walk.
this year. W. C. Williams and George
of recommendation and good charprominent young man, shot and killThe Sun is authorized to ?tate
Cary Tabb, president and secretary,
acter in my pockets from the best
ed Lee Tracey, his brother-In-law. that the Rev. D. C. Wright, rector
The
trial of Will Dixon, colored.
respectively, were the general favorbusiness men in Paducah, and I am
and Grace Browning. Tracey
was of Grave Episcopal church, has de- c.harged with
ites for re-election. Some opposition
breaking into the reel
prepared to fight her allegations to a
cutting ties for Champion. It is al- clined to consider the call to a parish deuce of
wag met, but Knoxville
Mr. Frank Parham and
was
the
finish. I did fail in the grocery busileged,
and
left
had
his family, living in Detroit recently tendered him, stealing clothes
choice of the majority of the deleand other articles,
ness but it was not due to extravagates for the next place of meeting. In a tent with the Browning woman. and will remain in Paducah. Dr. caused more amusement in
pollee
gance or the wasting ofany estate. I
Champion
ordered
them
from
Wright's
Thirty-thr
the
parishoners,
as
soon
ee
they
as
People
Rescued
court than any case brought to trial
AnIong those who had arrived in
failed as many other unsticressful
time to register at the morning ses- camp, and Tracey tired two shots at heard of the call, insisted on his re- in years. It necessitated an adjournbusiness men have.
With
Nets
From
Burning
him,
when
Champion
gent a load of maining, and showed him that his ment of court to the
sion were: W. F. Atkinson, Clerkspavement.
"lint about the child. I went to
The wom- work here has not been completed.
Twenty-four hours almost to the
yule. Tenn.; J. I. Porter, Paris,Tenn.; robot Into Traiseee head
Mr. Parham, who suffers front loBuilding :in
Detroit---St.- Fulton and informed Officers McDade
grabbed
an
the
was
pistol
and
in
the
Wright
Dr.
accomplished
has
wonminute after drowning, the body of
John Kelley, Jellico, Tenn., Jellico
oomotor ataxia, could not ascend the
and Young Eaker that I was going to
Danny Cunningham was reecvered
Louis Blaze
Coal company: W. C. Williams, Cam- act of shooting the owner of the tie ders in building up Grace parish. Dr steps. Judge Cross. taking his stenget my son. I waited my chance and
from the Tsnoessee river tocits,
den Coal company, Louisville; J. C. camp when he fired the other load Wright has been here three years
ographer,the prisoner aid guard and
when
he
passed
en
route
to
the
post
was taken to the Mattil-Efinger tn.
Buckner, Buckner and West.
Hop- into her body. Champion is being
all the clothes and other articles inoffice, I got him. He wanted to rekinsville; G. B. Underwood. Hap- guarded. He is a son of Dr. E.
volved, went
In Bankruptcy.
to
Fourth
Street,
turn to his mother to give her ten dertaking sarlors. Cunningham fell
BURNS.
kinsvIlle; G. S. Chaaniug, Hall and Champion.
off the steamer Margsret at Owen's
Today the appeal taken by the where Mr. Parham sat in his buggy. VERSAILLES LIBRARY
cents worth of stamps she had sent
Chenning. Shelbyville; B. G. DickinAmerican-German National bany In Briefly the county attorney Internet
him for, but I took him to the sta- Island yesterday afternoon. At noon
son, Mckinnon Bros., Glasgow; W FOUR MEN ARE ACCEPTED
the ruling of Referee in Bankruptcy ated and after Mr. Parham's identifition, caught a train and got off at my toddy Meyers. James Bryant and
E. Cooper, Knoxville; C. F. Roth,
George Wade, ship carpenters, seAN RECIRUITt4 TO ARMY. E. W. Beef)y on liens filed against cation of part of the goods, returned
New York, June 13.—One man is brother's home at Water Valley.
Roth & Roth, Knoxville; C. B. Pencured a long iron rod and festened
the E. Rehkopf Saddlery company, to the court room.
That
night
received
I
telephone
a
dead from excitement, 24) firemen
nebaker, City Coal company, Cairo;
fish hooks to the end and about 21).
Captain W. L. Reed this morning was reviewed by Federal Judge WaiDixon was held over. He declared, were overcome
by smoke, and prop- message from her, asking if I had the
J. A. Webb, Guthrie; E. F. Price. accepted four men enlisted by Ser- ter Evans the evidence being sub- in backwoods preaching style, that
ae erty valued at $200,0010 destroyed, child. She seemed satisfied as to his feet below the wheel of the steamer
Gallatin
Coal company, Gallatin, geant Blake at the local recruiting mitted to briefs. The referee de- had never laid eyes on some
of the were the results of a fire today which safety when I replied in the affirma- the hooks grasped the body.
Tenn.; Harry Hammerly, A. P. Ham- office. They were: Herman Gotten, cided against the bank in lien claims goods while other articles,
The funeral will take place tomorprincipal- partially destroyed a five-story brick tive.
meriy and son, Jackson, Tenn.; L. H. Murray: C. W. Thurman, Brandon: amounting to $19,000.
row afternoon at 4 o'cloci at St.
ly clothing, he &dilated were given piano factory
"Feeling
probably
that
I
been
had
occupied
several
by
Cable, Knoxville. Tenn.: C. C. Sul- Jack O'Bryan, 101 Broadway: W. C.
Franca de Sales church. The. burial
him, but failed to produce the dona little haely in taking the child, I
firms.
Knoxville;
lins,
Chester
Sullins, Seaford, Hickory Grove. They will
will be in Oak Grove cemetery. Mr.
ee'. It is thought he is guile' of
Will of Nancy C. Orr.
returned
Fulton,
to
called
up
me
Knoxville:'3. H. Rose, Cones & Rose, be sent to Jefferson barracks for
Cunningham resided at 1006 South
The will of the late Nancy C. Orr. breaking into other bowies
wife,
and
told
boy
her I had the
with
Pembroke; W. C. Fortern, Hopkins- training tonight.
Fataiisiete in Detroit.
Tenth street.
dated April 25, 1907, and witnessed
Detroit Mich., June 13.—Mies me and would let her say goodbye to
Tulle; C. H. Bradford, Chattanooga;
T. J. and Ella Murphy, was Mei
by
answered
him.
he
saying
She
she
did
Annie Roundtree is dying and RobC. M. Riker, Paducah; C. W. Eades, NAMES WERE CONFUSED;
for probate this afternoon In the
not desire to sey goad bye, and did
ert Abernathy
Memphis; J. M. Humphrey. J. R.
is suffering from
(7NINTPNVONAL ERROR county court. She leaven her homenot wish to see me any more. I then
Shatiklin & company, Oineinnati;
probably fatal burns, as the result
stead, contenting of a 26 acre tract
of a fire in a rooming house this came to Paducah."
I. Hull, Chicago; Morton
Risco',
Through an unintentional confu- and house. to ,her husband during
Ce0Wel: feels that he has done nothChicago; W. J. Prescott, Memohls; sion
morning. Miss Roundtree jumped
of names in the city directory, life.. After his dosth it is to go to
ing wrong in taking the boy, and äeG. G. Fristoe, Mayfield.
from the third story window. Four
It wee stated that W. H. and Nora the children.
d ares he will not give him up.
In
others were injured when 33 jumped
E. H. Stratman, representing the Potee are the parents of a woman
the suit pending for divorce against
into
life
Diamond"
nets
were
and
"Black
paved by the him, Mrs. Cowell
a Chicago coal who died in Paducah yesterday. W.
Paducah adds another metropoliasks for the customerchants' magazine. is reporting H. and Nora Poore reads. at 1214
tan touch to its make-up with the or- firemen.
dy of all their children, four in numMr John W Thomas. president of
the convention for his paper. J. L. Salem avenue. The woman's father is
ganization this afternoon at Wallace
ber, ranging from 9 to 19 years of the Nashville,
Chattanooga &
Hulladitor of the "Retail Coal Man" dead, and her
Bt.
St.
Louis
Fire,
mother resided in
park of the Paducah
Golf clot)
age.
Louis, was tho guest of Mr W. J.
St. Louis. June 13.—Fire early
published in Chicago and the official Mayfield.
Thirty men so far have signified
Hills, superintendent of the Paducahpaper Of the 0.-^ -0-•es is ettending
their Intention of joining the Padu- this morning almost totally destroyed JOHN O'NEAL ESCAPES
Memphis division, was in Paducah
the convention and will deliver an
Uncover Vermin.
cah Goff club. Among them are the five-story building and contents.
FROM CITY CHAIN GANG yesterday.
President Thomas inaddress. Visiting coal men from other
occupied
by
the
Clattery
J. '1'. Ruetio, of the Prineeton and
Vehicle
bankers, brokers, wholesale dealers
spected carefully with Superintend"times are present and more arrivals Edfieville pike. recently moved some
and retail dealers, as well as profes- company. The loam is 2159.00,0
John
O'Neal, colored, serving a 90 ent Hills the Paduath terminals,
Mr. William Hubert, of Cleveland, sional
Are expected 'on every train.
and
baled hay and discovered nests of
men, and the membership is Sleepers in a rooming house in the lay sentence in city jail, escaped
was pleased with the improvements
rats and a den of pole rats. He 0., president of the United Brother- extended to others whose positions vicinity were awakened and several
from the chain gang recently. He has made, especially the park
at the paskilled one tat and six kittens and hood of Carpenters and Joiners of are not at the bead of business, or- were assisted to safety by policemen 30 days
Will Incorporate.
yet to serve.
senger depot.. lie left this morrang
Incorporatiott of their association about ten big rate. White breaking Attierica, an organization having a ganization.. A 9-hole &tune has
in company
with Superintendent
was decided upon by the convention ground for corn he ran across a nest
been completed at Wallace park covNews From Mayfield.
membership of 200;000, will be in
Hills for the south on a tour of inIn this morning's pension after a gen- of snakes and killed twenty-two of
ering the ground formerly used by
Mayfield. Ky., June 13. (Special.) sweeten, traveling in special,
car
eral dissuasion. It was bellevJ that themb. only two escaping. Ruethi Paducah this week. He is at prevent the Paducah Gun club. Officers of
-Mr. Edward Slutth and Emma Har- No. 99.
was
Paducah
In
night.,
last
In St. Louis.
as a corporation, the association
the club will be elected this afterris, the accomplished daughter of J.
could do more effective work. In the
noon and the organisation perfected
B. Harris. were married here today.
Mrs. Dora Bush.
secretary's report he said that .he eration of reciprocal demurrage,
Ownership Tabled.
Friedman
Mr.
and
Robert
L.
Mr. J.
Mrs Dora Rush died yesterday at
F. M. Fisher Speaks.
Madison, Wis., June 13.--After L. Reeves are among the promoters
had been twice called upon to testify
The early morning train from Paher home in Cairo. She was 32 yeare
F. M. Fisher, of the Nretonvale careful Investigation of the question of the gulf club.,
Os the character of their association
ducah met with an accident 4 miles
old and the wife of Frank Rush. a
before the interstate commence com- Coal company, was called on to take of government and state ownership of
Paris, Ky., June 13.'—Parts and this side of Padtrenh today that deMillakin in the hearings of complaints Mr. Rikera place on the program in railroad, the bill introduced by the
The body
Versailles Library Burns,
the eastern part of Bourbon county layed it half an hour. The front well known electrician.
was brought to Paducah this mornoperators against the railroads a talk on the relations of coal mer- Sodalities. In the legislature was
Versailles, Ky., Jule 13 - -ftetni were visited early this morning by a trucks of
the tender jumped the ing and the
etary Tete) alert reported on the chants and operatorn. He spoke for recommended for indefinete post- Memorial Library. with all the hosier,
burial took pisee 'mussdestructive hail, rain and electrical track. No one was hurt.
ntiefitkell-nt reciprocal demurraiss gay- stager relations and outlined the ben- ponement tothry and will probably be sad two stores were burned here this storm.
(Bitterly at Oak Over. eemetery. hamwii•at fields were laid flat,
(nit that the national associations en- efits of their working together.
In killed tomorrow
til a month ago Mrs. Bush lived in
The report of the morning, entailing a lose of $30,90'4 hemp was ruined and corn
chopped
Thirty-five carpenters, seven bar this city
dealitorieg to, bring tills about. hod importance equal almost to ,the ques- committee on transportatkin is a The rlitin of the fire, which started
and her husband was emto the ground. The business house of bees 24 garment workers and
441 ployed by the Paelucah
ifiriOed them to join. In his address,
herd blow for the advocate, of state in
Traction
si basement of a drug store, Is John T. Hinton was badly damaged clerks wer,
organised into unions company. An
Pleridelli Williams Urged the cOnsial(Continued on page 4.)
and municipal ownership.
infant daughter our.
un 'mown.
by lightning.
last night.
vivo, ker.

PADUCAH AFTER
TOBACCO MEETING

DID NOT EXPECT
BIG SENSATION

DR. D. C. WRIGHT
WILL NOT LEAVE

FIRE FATALITIES
IN THREE CITIES

GOLF COURSE FOR
PADUCAH PLAYERS

PRES. J. W. THOMAS
WAS IN THE CITY

BIG LABOR MAN
COMES THIS WEEK

STORM DESTROYS
KENTUCKY CROPS

r

1

a

BODY RECOVERED
FROM TENNESSEE

1

THE - PADUCATT-EVENINEr SUN.

_'•1_

People look in telephone directories
in preference to city directories.

Is your name?
• in the book •
PADUCAH HOME TELEPHONE CO., Inc,

Foreman Bros. Novelty Co.
ELEICTRICAL SUPPLIES
Incorpc •

House wiring; electric plants installed.
Complete machine shop.
122.124 N.Fourth St.

Phones 7137

JNSURANCL

Ak_ci ENTS

ABRAM L. WEIL & CO.
Fire,
Life,
Accident,
Health,
Liability,
Automobile.

Steam Boiler,
Bonds,
Plate Glass,
Cargo,
Hull,
Elevator.

Office Phones °id
369
New 369

Residence Phones

Old 726
New 726

Cisrrapboii Building, PaduCtah, Ky.

THVRIIDAY. MN,13.

HUMOSIN T iaLooD

R. ED. FARLEY IS OFFICIAL PROGRAM
ELECTED AGAIN FOR CHAUTAUQUA Comitigbof.Wenn Weather Virces Them Out,
Causing Itching, Burning Skin Eruptions.

Choice For Meat Following is the complete program
The blood and skin are ko closely connected that whatever affects the one has a corresof the Chautauqua, which opens
ponding effect on the other.'When the blood is ,pure and healthy the skin will be soft,
mid Milk inspector
iThursday:
Thursday, June 18.
smooth, and free from all eruptions; but when the blood becomes infected with some
8:koe Lecture, Temperance address
unhealthy humor the effect is shown by rashes, eruptions, boils and pimples, or other disfig—Mrs. Laura G. Eisen, Chicago.
Change Made in Hispital Board By
uring aud annoying skin disease.
Friday, June 14.
Substituting Two Democrats
10:30 Lecture—Mrs. Fixen.
The skin is provided with countless pores and glands which act as a drainage
for Republicans.
2:30, Lecture, "Hypnotism
and system to rid the body of impurities through
the perspiration that is constantly passing
Suggestion"—Dr. Stanley L. Krebs.
through these little tubes. There are other glands that pour out on the skin an oily
8:04 Stereopticon lecture, "YelPark," with many beauti- substance to keep it soft and pliable' otherwise it would become hard and dry from constant
t•ENERAL
COUNCIL
MEETING. lowstone
fully colored slides—Dr. Jas. S. exposure to wind and sun. When ;he blood becomes filled
with humors-and acids these are
Kirtley.
thrown off through the pores and glands, burning and irritating the skin and drying up the
Saturday, June 15.
10:00 Organization of Boys' and natural oils so that we have not only Acne, Eczema, Salt Rheum, etc., but such dry scaly
Without any opposition
Dr. Ed
Farley was re-elected milk and meat Girls' club, by Miss Ruth Hemenway. skin eruptions as Tetter, Psoriasis and kindred troubles.
inspector last night at the meeting
2;30 Popular lecture, "In the
,These humors find their way into the
of the genral council. President Barefoot Kingdom"—Dr. Jas. S. Kirt8. S. S. DROVE THE HUMOR OUT,
blood
through a disordered or deranged conLindsey, of the council board, nom- ley.
Gentlemen: Some two years ago I antlered a great deal,
There is a certain caused on account of a humor in the blood; small rash or
inated Dr. Farley, and Councilman
"trouncing
8:0-0 Lecture,
the dition of the system.
pimples broke out over my body and kept getting worse
Van Meter seconded it. On the roll Blues," fun, fact, philosophy, music amount of waste or refuse matter collected
day by day for over a year. Seeing S. S. S. advertised in
call Dr. Farley had 19 votes. Al- and mirth—Dr. Stanley I,. Krebs.
in the body every day. This is useless in the paper and having also heard it had cured several peothough not specitied in the ordinance
Sunday, June 16.
nourishing or keeping the system in health, ple in this city, concluded to try it. After using the medit was agreed that the inspector is to
2:30 Sermon—Dr. Jas. S. Kirtley.
icine was entirely cured, and am very glad to recommend
and
nature intends that it shall find an out- It. I 1020
give medical attention to all of the
3:3.0 Reading, Wilson Barrett's
Clay St., Paducah, Ky.
EDW. W. LONG.
city's stock, and when the city pur- "Sign of the Cross"--Miss Ruth Hem- let through the channels of bodily waste.
chases horses, to see if they are enway.
FOUND A CURE FOR POISON OAK.
As long as these members perform their
sound.
"7:30 Chautauqua Vespers.
Gentlemen: After-having tried for six years to find a
duties properly the blood remains pure dud cure for Poison Oak, from which I was a great sneerer. I
On the hospital Dr. J. G. Brooks
8:0.0 Address, "Three Gods or
free from infection; but when from any was told by a friend to try S. S. S. It entirely cured me
and Dr. W. C. Eubanks were elected One"—Dr. Stanley L. Krebs.
and gave me excellent health. There is nc remedy for a
to succeed Dr. P. H. Sights and Dr.
Monday, June 17,
cause they become dull and sluggish, this trIct
condition of the blood like S. S. S., anc you have in
Frank Boyd. In putting Dr. Brooks'
9:00 Boys' and Girls' club—Miss refuse
S. S. S. a positive cure for Poison Oak,
matter
is
left
to
sour
and
be
taken
name before the board Councilman Hemenway.
Danville, Ky.
J. E. WISEMAN.
Lindsey said it was partly due to
1'0:30 Nature Study—Mr. James into the blood in the form of humors and
Dr. Brooks efforts we had a citi Speed.
poisons. The skin is a perfect index to the blood; when we see one afflicted with a skin dishospital and it was a coutesy due
1:20 Walk Afield, led by Mr. James ease, or pimples, rashes, eruptions, blotches,
etc., constantly appearing, We know that down
him. Dr. Eubanks was nominated to Speed.
deep
in
the
blood
a
humor
has
taken
mei,
and
instead of supplying nourishment and strength
succeed Dr. Boyd. Although
2:30 Lecture, "The Power of an
not
nominated; dr. P. D. Robertson re- Idea"—Rev. Herbert S. Bigelow, to tbe. fine, delicate tissues of the skin, it is pouring out its acid and unhealthy accumulations.
ceived 2 votes, and Dr. Brooks 17. Cincinnati.
• The skin is not only affected by the humors generated within the systemt but poisons
Councilmen Foreman and Laekey
3:00 Concert—Chautauqua Con- from without, such as Poison Oak
and Ivy, Nettle Rash etc., as well as poisons from metals,
voting for Dr. Robertson.
cert company—Misses Hemenway,
acids, etc., enter through the open pores and glands, and so thoroughly do they take root its
The next vote was between Dr. Metzker and Carroll.
Eubanks and Dr. Robertson. On
7:00 Entertainment—Gibeon Garl, the blood that they are ever present, or retern from year to year to annoy the sufferer.
voting Or. Eubanks received 13 and caricaturist.
•
The treatment of skin diseases with salves, washes, lotions, etc., is along the wrong line.
Dr. Robertson G.
8:00 Lecture, "The Psvcology of True
such treatment relieves some of the itching and discomfort, and aids in keeping the
Alderman Stewart was the only Salesmanship and
Business"—Dr.
skin clean, but it does not reach the real cause of the trouble, and at best such things are
member absent.
Stanley L. Krebs.
Tuesday, June 18.
only palliative and soothing.
9:00 Boys' and Girls' club--/Miss
WHY IS SUGAR SWEET?
A thorough, cleansing of the blood Is the
If sugar did not diseo9ve in the mouth Hemenway.
only
cure for humors in the blood. S. S. S., a
10:31
Nature
Study—Mr.
James
you could not taste the sweet.
gentle acting, safe blood purifier, made entirely
GROVE'S TASTELESS CHILL TON- Speed.
1:30 Walk Afield, led by Mr. James
IS is as strong as the strongest bitof vegetable ingredieats from nature's forests
ter tonic, but you do not taste the Speed.
and fields, is the proper treatnrent. S. S. S.
2:30 Lecture, "A Life Worth Livbitter because the ingredients do not
goes
down into the circulation and neutralizes
dissolve in the mouth, but do dissolve ing"—Rev. Herbert Bigelow.
4:00 Concert—Chautauqua
Conthe Leids, and humors, thoroughly cleansing
readily in the acids of the stomach.
Is just as good for Grown People as cert company.
and purifying the blood, and curing skin diseases
7:30 Concert--Chautauqua
Confor Children. The First and Original
and
affections of every kind. It supplies to the
Tasteless Chill Towle. The Standard cert company.
Impersona- blood the fresh, nutritive qualities necessary to sustain the skin and all other parts of the
8:00 Entertainment.
for 30 years. Price 50 cents.
tion in costume—Mr. Gibson Gar!. body, and rids the blood of any and all poisons. S. S. S. cures Eczema, Tetter, Acne, Psoriasis, Salt Rheum, Poison'Oak and Ivy, Nettle "Rash and all troubles of the skin. * Special
Farmer (engaging new hand)—All
Wednesday, Jim,- 19.
right, you can go and attend to the
9:'0.0 Boys' and Girls' club—Miss book on skin diseases and any medical advice•desired furnished by our physicians without
animals. I hope you'll suit me. New Hemenway.
charge to all who write.
'THE SWIFT SPECIFIC CCMPANY. ATLANTA, GA.
Band—That's all right, sir; I've had
10:30 Nature Study—Mr. James

1111

Weikel & Haggity
has formed a partnership in the plastering
business. Mr. Haggity is epractical mechanic and will
attend to that part of the business. Mr. Weikel makes
all estimates and will be pleased at any time to figure
with any Paducah people wanting this character of work.
nig firm

BOTH

1

PHONB/S

4904.

•

Wallace Pak

CASIN.0
MOVING PICTURES
ALL THIS WEEK

Admission - 5c and 10c

•

•

•

PUTIELY VEGEtAStE

a lot to do with pigs.—Philadelphia speed.
Inquirer.
1:30 Falk Afield—Mr.
James
Speed.
When we take a man's word for a
2:30 Popular lecture, "Take the
thing, can we expect him to keep it, Sunny Side"—Mr. Lou J. Beauchamp.
too?
9:00 Concert—Chautauqua
ConNational League.
cert company.
Fault finders are never out of a
7:3.0 (aoncert—Chautauqua ConR H E
job.
cert company.
Pittsburg
3 8 1
8:00 Steropticon
lecture, "The Brooklyn
4 7 2
Batteries—Phillippe, Leever and
Haunt of the Great Blue Heron."
A WOMAN'S GRATETUDE.
with many beautifully colored slides Gibson; McIntyre and Butler,
A Mountain Woman Writes In Praise --Mr. James Speed.
7:30 Concert—Chautauqua Conof Newbro'n Herpicide.
All other :seminal league games
cert company.
were postponed on account. of rain
8:00 Lecture, "Religions of India
"For several years I have been
troubled with dandruff, causing me —Mr. V. E. Baksh.
'
American League.
a
Thursday, June 20.
much annoyance, and my hair became
R H E
10:30 Nature Study—Mr. James Washington, ......
very thin. I have used Newbro's
1 4 5
Speed.
Herpletcle for a month and the dandChicago
14 18 1
2:30 Concert — Wesleyan male
ruff has entirely disappeared and -My
Batteries —Patton. Hughes. Durhair is becoming much heavier than quartet.
ham„ Warner and Haydon; Smith.
8:00 Lecture—Mr. Lou J. Beau- Sullivan and McFarland.
formerly. New
hair is growing
where there was none and I am very champ.
Friday, June 21.
thankful to you for the benefit I
R PI E
8:30 Boys' and Girls' club— Miss Philadelphia
have reestived from Newbro's Herpi3 14) 1
Hemenway,
cide. Very trulr yours,
St Louis
0 3 2
,
10:00
India—Mr.
Lecture
on
V. E.
Batteries -- laygert and Schrock;
MRS. C. B. POSTER,
13aksh, a native of India.
No. 985 Utah Ave., Butte, Mont.
Howell and Buelow.
11:00 Nature Study—Mr, James
Sold by leading druggists.
Two
sizes, 50c and $1. Rend 14k. in Speed.
R H E
Afield—Mr. James Boston
1:30 Walk
stamps for sample to The Herpicide
G 6 4
Speed.
Co., Detroit, Mich.
Cleveland
12 14
2
2- 30 Wesleyan male quartet.
W. B. McPherson. Special Agent.
Batteries Glaze, Oberlin. Pruitt
3.00 Address—Hon. E. W. Car- and Shaw; Theilman
and Bernie..
Mack, of Tennessee.
4:30 Concert—Chautauqua
ConsRHE
eert company.
New York
4 11 1,
7:314 Concert—Chautauqua
Con- Detroit
16 15 0
For beautifying your yards and
cert company.
Batteries — Orth. Hogg and Kielestimates on flower beds we
8:00 Gov. Beckham and Senator
WM': LMullin, Killian and Schmidt.
will call and see you. Phone
Carmack.
Schniaus Bros. for the largest
Saturday, June 22.
and most complete stock of
Use Sun want ads, for results.
9:00 Boys' and Girls' club— Miss
flowers and plants in the City.
Hemenway.
Free delivery to any
10:01/ Nature Study— Mr. James
part of' the city.
Speed.
SCHMAUS BROS.
1:3(1 'iltalk
Afield — Mr. James
13()th 1Phorvess 192.
Speed.
2:30 Lecture on India—Mr. V E.
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PROGRAM
First Reel—
The Elixir of Life,
The Vintage,
The Drunken Vintage.
(CSTERMissioN)
Second Reel—
Casey's Frightful Dream,
Aerial Billiardists,
The Newsboy,
(INTERMISSION)

Third Reel—
Grandma's Reading Glass,
Ora Pro-Nobis,
A Gentleman Farmer.

Rexall Violet
Talcum Powder

-25c=---- ---McPHERS0 N'S
Drug Store.
Rexall Violet Talcum Pow.
dow is the best talcum powder
made.
It is delicately perfnmed
and put up in handsome
boxes. See the display in
Our window.
And einne try a box

4:00 Entertainment—Boys
and
Girls club,
7:30 Concert—Chautauqua Concert company.
8:00 Stereopticon lecture, "fit Picture Peep at Europe"—Mr. Jas. H.
Shaw.
Sunday, June 23.
2:30 Lecture, ''The Parliament of
Man"—Rabbi W. H. Fineschriber,
LOOK OVER THE TOWN,
of Davenport.
4.00 Sacred concert—Chautauqua and afterwards, if you are interested
In property anywhere in it, call on us
Concert company.
0
and We Will give you any information
7:00 Chautauqua Veariers.
about it we can. We have
A Fine Viewpoint.
Two smart young Londoners once
accosted a respectable looking ghepherd In Argyll with,
"Yon have a very fine view here—
you can see a great way."
"Yu ay, yu ay, a ferry great way."
"At! You can sea America from
here. 1 presume?"
"Ferrer than that."
"Farther than 'that?"
"Yen pet wait tit) the mist, gang
awa' and yrnol we the moon."
ery body'• Half,eakte.
The EvenIng Sua--404.. a

week.

110314F8 TO SELL
in the most desirable sections.
We have also lots that look unusually good for future development,
and that will prove timetable Investments.

ou leds a'te suek "cheams" Mat
ri,Itea oft eat: le only a /3t9ea4ant
OW 'When, you
eeel u/aon Mem.
a 'loom a4-0 nal oith one q
eed-s 44ie( eook eilee cheatifeand.
l'et ufteell yeu wake youA home a
&team. you ean enjoy oul, eects
eoM niyht and day. nothing eooe-el, a Itieet ia SUMIfUel, use Than
a eeleAated steaitne's 6 lostet
wathess.
youltis hay,

H. C. HOLLINS
Real Estate and Rentals
Fire, Accident, Health, Life and
Liability Insurance.
Both Phones

For Quick Action Use SUN Want Ads.
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Harbour's
23d
Friday
Bargain
Sale
Tomorrow

THE PADUCA: EVENING SUN

FAGS, ?BRIM.

TOMORROW THE SAIL OF THE SEASON
This store's modern merchandising way is not satisfied withawaiting for trade, but creates it by extr4ordin4ry inducements.
We own
many special values in desirable merchandise that we can afford to price very low to stimulate big selling tomorrow. Not
an unworthy
specimen in the lot. The quantities of some are limited. By coming early you will secure choice. The following are a few
of the
striking examples in tomorrow's bargain sale, and Saturday night's shoe special.

GOODS.
Every price cut tomorrow, Friday
All 5-lite Dress Goode 19.
All $1.00. Drew; Goods
$100 Drees Goods
78e.Som
50e.
Some $1./00 Dress Goods 38c.
Some 35c Drees Goods ?Sc.
Some 2'•Dress Goods I5c,
Soule 25e Dress Goods 19c.
BLACK TAETA
FF
SILKS.
36 inches wide, Friday bargain
prices.
Some $1.25 values, Friday 79c a
Yard,Some $1.25 values, Friday 8.5e. a
yard.
Some $1.50 values, Friday $1.00 a
yard.
IILLINERIC FRIDAY.
Extraordinary bargains, matchiese
in quakily, style and price. Marvelous in beauty, Parisian in eftect.
When you buy here you buy right.

Lower than Broadway stows can atford to sell you.
WOMEN'S SKIRTS.
Friday Bargain Prices.
Some $6 Voile Skirts, $3.95,
Some $5 Fancy Skirts, $2.50.
Some $5 'Mohair Skirts, $3.50
Some $7 Skirts, $5.
Some ;8 Skirts $5.
Some $14 Skirts, $6.50.
Some $1,25 White Wash Skirts,
95c.
Some $5 White Wash Suits, $3.50.
WOMEN'S WAISTS.
Friday Bargain Prices.
Some $1 Waists 5.0c. Some $1 Waists, The. Sonic $1.26 Waists, 90e.
Some $1.50 Weisel, $1.
Some $2.50, White China Silk
Waists,
Some $1.a0..
$3.0
0
White China
allk
Waists, $2.25.

Some $3-.50 White
Waists, #2.85,

China

Silk

WOMEN'S LONG CHAVES.
Friday Bargain Prices.
Some 75c valves, 48c.
Some $1,25 Silk Gloves, 75e.
Some $1.75 Silk Cleves, k1,2.5.6
LADIES' LMPORTED HOSE.
A great Friday bargain. 5.0c Hose,
Friday, 3 pairs for $1.
Ladles' Gauze Vests. 141e values,
Friday, 7e each.
WOMEN'S SUN
big assortment of
BONETS.A The Bonnets,
special tomorrow, Friday, at
19c
each.
MATTING BAUGAINS.
A great sale at special prices,
124c, 15e, 174c, 194c and 24c a
yard.

WOMEN'S WHITE CANVAS
OXFORDS.
Some $1. and $L25 values, 75c a
pair Friday.
Sonic $1,50 values, $1.0e1) a pair
Friday.
Sortie $1.50 Juliet Slippers in large
sizes only, 6. 7 and 8, Friday 31 a
pair.
Misses' and Children's Blue and
Tan Canvas Oxfords, $1 and $1.25
values, Friday, only 75c a pair.
Some X3.50 values in
VC JU1C
Pumps, at $2.75 a pair.
CLOTHING DEPART;Ni%
/0
Friday liatg:rie,
Some Men's $1.50 Hata, 75c,
Some Mt s $2 He . 1 .
Some Men's $5 Trousers, $3.59 a
pair.
Some Men's $3.50 Trousers, $2.5,?
a pair.
Some Men's $2.00 Trousers. $1 5e
e pair.

Some Men's 31.50 Trousers, 95e a
pair.
Some Boys' 2'5c Ilnee Pants,
a pair.
Some Boys' 75c Knee Pants. 50c a
pair.
Boys' Buster Bruin Suits, Ages
8. 4 and
Some $2 Suits Friday, $1.25.
Some 42-;11,1 Suits Friday. $1.75.
Boys' Wash Suits Ages 3 to 9.
50e, 75c. $1 and $1.50 a suit.
Boys' Wash Suits for ages 10) to
18, at $1.26 a suit.
SATURDAY NIGHT SPECIALS.
A bunch of Men's $e.00 010 and
low Shoes $2.50 a pair:
A bunch of Men's $3.'44) Shoes
Saturday negbt, $1.95 a pair.
A bunch Of Men's sizes, 7, 9 and
11, $i50; Satin Calf work Shoes,
choice Saturday nigt.. $1 a pair.

Harbour's Departmertt Store JO
Garden Hose, Lawn Sprinklers, Nozzles
AU 11use Repairs

•

Electric Hose, the world's best, per foot
_

ED. D. HANNAN

I

NO WAR
GRAVES COUNTY.

Bebe* Sack Town.
Washington, June 13.- At 11
o'clock last night Minister Mejia received a cablegram from President
Figuero announcing that revdlutionists had sacked the town of SonsoData, before they were driven from
the village by
the government's
troops. Custom houses, several governmenta: offices, banks and private
residences were ransacked. After being routed they fled to Acajutla,
where the governmeutal offices and
banks also were ransacked, and
boarded a Nicaraguan steamer.

White Linen Eton Suits, trimmed neatly, made of
pure linen of the best quality. These suits
are regular $7.50 values; Friday special

$4.98

Friday Wash Goods Bargain.
One lot of 25c Lawn, beautiful quality, all
new patterns, Friday only, per yard
-

19c

Friday Hosiery Bargain
We have a limited supply of 50c Whitc !lose, in
fine, sheer gauic or boot lace,
Friday special

39c

There are many other bargains in every
department far your inspection. Come down
and let us show you.
Distinction

Perfection

In

in

Style

Quality

Bunch Women's Kid and Patent
leather $2 Oxfords, Saturday ntlgb.t
31.:ro a pair.
GRO('ERY DEPARTMVNT
ERMA 1' SPEtlilA L.9.
20 lbs. C auger
3190
Coffee, 2 lbs.
24c
Arbuckle Coffee 2 pkgs.
34c
4 eases Strawberries
3.4S
14 lb can Pinesieple
16c
3 cakes Crystal Soap
22c
3 cans Cream Corn
23,c
3 cans Cherokee B. ?spicier
10c
'3 cane Kraut
23e
1 gallon Syrup
33c
4 gallon Syrup
19c
2% lb. can Apricots
14c
24 Lb. bag Dupout's Best Flour 63c.

North Third Street
JUST WI 4411;_QADWAY

The Graves County Colored TeachSan Francisco,' June 13 --Mayor
ers' Institute will be held in
Mayfield July 1 to 9. Prof. C. C. Monroe, Schmitz, seated at the counsel table
of Lexington will be the Instructor. heard Abe Beef. his former political
friend, philosopher and guide, eracSam &holes, who cut 011ie Mc- 4cally call him a perjurer to the /
Lane Sunday afternoon near Pryors- Jury were made this afternoon. by
burg, came to Mayfield and surren- Proseeutor Johnson and Schailtz's
dered to constable F. E. Webb. Bond attorney, Judge Barrett.
was executed in the sum of $200 and
Ruef was the sensation of the day
the trial set for today before Judge His appearance on the stand sea witCrosslaad. Scholes claims self-de- ness in rebuttal for the prosecution
fense.
is now accredited to a tactical error
of the defense in letting the mayor
Inez Elizabeth, the baby tied only testify, Per it was to refute the maychild of Mr. and Mrs. Edwin Burge, or's denials under oath that he had
died Tuesday night at 11 o'clock of participated in lauers "fee" that the
flux. The little one had been sick prisoner ex-boss was called.
about ten days. The funeral serve-et
Ruef told the jury that he went to
were conducted by Elder S. B. Moore Scbmitz's former residence and haud
at the residence of Mrs. Green in ad the mayor at stated intervals one
Southwest Mayfield.
half of the "fees" of $5,6*0 and $3,00.0 paid him by the proprietors of
There will be speaking in the in- the five French restaurants before
terest of the Dark Tobacco associa- tlee are.
tion at Poison school house Saturday
night, June 15.
The younger a man is the more he
thinks he knows about women.

THREE UNIONS

Bread is the staff of life
the cane.

Careless selection of carpets, draperies or curtains may wreck the
harmony of your house th2corating scheme.
We help you make the proper selections here with great pleasure
and show you all the handsome, well selected offerings from the
market.
Drop in some time when down' town and let us acquaint pm, if
you don't know It, With our store.
We save you money on every purchase, and make all payments
easy for you-a dollar down and a dollar a "leek.

4.;41•8•

141•N

sugar s

WERE ORGANIZED AT MAYFIELD
LAST NIGHT.
War Not Declared.
Managua, Nkaragua, June 13. The government was questioned by
the newspaper men concerning the
repert that Nicaragua had declared Next Monday Night a Central Labor
Union Will Be Organised
war upon Guatemala. The report was
There.
denied. Nicaragua has not declared
war upon any state.
ANOTHER WRESTLING
MATCH MONDAY, NIGHT

Friday Bargains in the Ready-to-Wear
Department
White Linen Skirts, neatly trimmed, made of century linen and thoroughly shrunk. A $1.25 00n
skirt, Friday special.
ULM

Bunch Women's $3.50 Oxfords.
Saturday night $2.Y) a De.IT.

REUF REBUTS

I

We will inaugurate a series of sp'ecial Friday sales. There will be a
few bargains from each department.
Every wise shopper will profit by
these offerings.

Bunch Women's $2.50 Viet Kid
Oxfords, Saturday night $1.75 a pair.

SAYS THAT SCHARTZ PARTICIMayfield, June 13.-Mrs. Hannah
PATQI IN FEE.
Daruell, a widow living one mile
southeast of Coldwater, lost her
home by fire Tuesday night. It is
Sack Town, Plunder Custom House supposed that the tire originated Tactical Blunder Committed
by Deand Get Away With 1120,000
from a defective flue. There was no
fense in Opening Way for Boss'
- In Loot,
insurance on the house, and the loss
Test tummy.
will fall heavily on Mrs. Darnell,

The Sanitary Plumber

Beginning Tomorrow

23d
Friday
Bargain
Sale
Tomorrow
row

•
JUST MERELY PILLAGING EXPEDITION OF NICARAGUANS.

San Salvador. Jund 13.-A force
of Nicaraguan filibusterers landed at
Both Phones 201
Acajutia and at once made their way
132 S. Fourth St.
to the town. of Sonsoriate, where they
325 Kentucky Avenue.
plundered the custom
house and
stole $20,000 from the local agency
of the bank of Salvador. The %%Ivadorean troops - appeared
upon the
•keem walker-See here, MeSityles • that we haven't got it.- Cleveland scene and defeated the invaders, who
that customer complains that you Leader.
fled back to Acajutla, where they emdidn't show her ordinary civility.
barked upon some vessels flying the
Salesman-- Great Scott! I showed; Love sometimes flies out of tho Nicaraguan flag and made their way
her everything in the store and she, window without waiting for poverty out of the barber. Thousands of
bought nothing. If I didn't show her to (•olve in at the door.
planters have offered' their services
to fight for Salvador, and President
Figuero Is being generally proclaimed.

•

Harbour's

Barbers, garment workers and retail clerks were yesterday in Mayfield
organized into unions by E. M Willis, L, P. Head, Claude Johnson,
Joseph Desherger, Joseph Arts, Morton J. Reevis and J. C. Adams, of
Paducah. A mates meeting was held.
Police Judge Bunk Gardner presiding. and many speeches were wade.
Organization was effected after the
speeches, and on Monday the organization of a Central Labor Union in
Mayfteld will be effected.

Chicago Sandow got a decision
over Herman Bantello, the Grecian
wrestler, at Eagle hail last evening
In a handicap match. The Grecian
wrestler agreed to throw the Chicago
wrestler twice within an hour. After
21 minutes of hard work he forced
his man to the mat, but Sandow got
the second fall. Immediately a stalldent purse to induce Sandow 'to
meet Santello in an even match was
arranged and the match was set for
Monday night at the Eagle hall. G.
Richest Queen in Europe.
B. Winfrey, qf St. Louis, was referee.
King and
When in June the
The attendance was small bu eithu- Queen of Denmark pay their first
slatitle.
visit to England we shall have an opportunity of seeing the wealthiest
JERRV M. PORTER WILL
queen In her own right-and the taliBE A EltINCIPAL ORATOR. set.
Harris, R. S. Van
Messrs. Gay
It will doubtless be remembered
Loon and Herbert M. Hecht, Padu- that Fredeilck VIII succeeded to the
cah delegates, will leave Sunday for throne ofeDenmark at the beginnitig
the Jamestown exposition to attend of last year after the sudden death
the national T. P. A. conventioe of King Christian, the beloved, fathwhich begins Tuesday for a three er of Quen Alexandra. It is now 38
days' session. Mr. Ernest Lackey years since King Frederick married
will not be able to attend and Hon. Queen, Louise a (laughter of Charles
Jerry M. Porter, of Clinton, will act XV of Sweden. From her maternal
as a substitute. Hon. Jerry M. Por- grandfather, Prince Frederick of the
ter has been selected as one of the Netherlands. her majesty inherited
,Principni orator's by the iembers of three millions and she was left a
the orders.
huge fortune by her father. Furthermore the wealth of Queen Louise
Martin Beatty Makes
Hit.
eonsiderably
Increased
been
hal
Mr. Marin Beatty. a Padueah boy, since her marriage by careful manage
known on the stage as Montrose meat and judicions investment.-Howard, is making a hit In the east London Tld Bits.
%Rh the "High School Girls." a big
prriAuction now playing in Philadel''So you prefer to live in South
phia. Hie rise has been steady since America?"
he started as a minstrel ballad singer
"Yea, There a man who would orseveral years ago
He is the son Of dinarily be distelased as a mere misCaptain John 'Beatty, of the Nash- chief maker attains to the dignity of
ville. Ohattainooga and Si. LA111 • revolutionial."-Waahlustee Star.
road.
The early fish hook will soon be
Use Sun went was. for results,
going down the pike.

Physicians agree that Belvedere Beer
is a most healthful, nourishnig and sustaining beverage, richer in food values
than other beers.
The Belvedere Malting Proct§isolitri
all of the ptstriment in the t44ey4rain,
which the Belvedere Perfect Brewing
Process transmits to the beer in predigested form.
Belvedere Beer, rich in malt and tonic
properties of hops, makes an ideal drink
at meals or between meals, aiding digestion and soothing nerves.

Paducah Brewery Co.
Phone 408.

-
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tbe Vabucab Sun.
AFTERNOON AND 11111111111.11

IT TUE SUN PUBLISIIINO CO.
1111COISPORATED
V. N. 1411.Ski1R, President.
111. J. PAXT0N. General Manager.
SUlflaCKUPTION KATEAs
Mitered at the postoffire at Paducah.
Ky. as mecond class matter.
THE DelLY OLIN
IS
Ily Carrier, per week
By mall, per month, in advance.. 25
By mail, per year, in advance-41 60
THE WEEKLY SUN
For year, by mall, postage paid..11.00
Address THE KUN, Paducah. Ky.
_
Phone UR
Mice. 115 South Third.

choose men of the same sort and
peculiar qualiticatiens
for school
trustees; so that there may be harmony of spirit and perfect co-operation between the head of the schools
and the representatives of the peosic?

COAL MERCHANTS QUAIL DISEASE
IN SESSION HERE
BEING STUDIED

W. D. Haywood is entitled to a
(Continued front page one.) . Government
Carnegie medal. He saved the lives
and SpoPtsmen
of 150 union miners' by telling OrAre Interested
chard not to throw a bong) at them. don of reciprocal demurrage, the
problem of weights was discussed,
The general council did a wise and a resolution, calling on the coal
thing in continuing Dr. Edward Far- sompantea to welsh the coal at the History
of Destroying Malady That
ley as milk Inspector. His experience, terminals instead of the mines, was,
First Made Its Appearance in
acquaintance with conditions and pleased..
England.
Although urged to succeed themdemonstrated thoroughness and capability insure progress toward ideal selves, President Vililams and Secretary Tabb were not fully decided
conditions in Paducah dairies.
Payne & Young. Chicago and New
before the election th:s afterboon.
York, rept esentatives.
GROUSE WERE FIRST VICTI3I8
_
George E. Roberts, director of.the President 'Williams said he believed
THE KUN can be found at the follow- mint, one of the commission
rotation
In
in
offices
and
that
for
aping places:
pointed to devise means for keeping reason would not accept the office
R. D. Classmate & OA
ttie treasury surplus in circulation, again unless it was forced on him.
Washington, June 11. —Lovers of
Van Culln Bros.
grow
says a semi-official central bank is The duties of the secretary
game birds all over the United States
Palmer House.
more
arduous
each
month
and
the
the only practicable means. Thus do
will be disturbed to hear that there
John Wilhelm's.
national questions recur, after they remuneration is small. It is proba- is an outbreak of disease among the
ble
a
salary
that
will be attached to
have been classed with, the dead isquail of the country that threatens
the secretary's office, which has been
sues.
serious results. The news is conrun on fees heretofore. Secretary
In a circular just issued by the
practice'
The retail coal dealers have prom- Tabb cannot neglect his law p
department of agriculture calling the
in
Louisville
unless'
it
is
worth'
made
ised us that they are not here for the
attention of sportsmen and game
THURSDAY, JUNE 13.
purpose of framing up a ware about his while. With the affairs of the dealers to the outbreak and
asking
a fuel famine and the dangers of association becoming more complex for more information
on which to
voluminous
and
the
secretary's
ofCIRCULATION STATEMENT.
freezing to death next winter.
flee should be the sole work of the base treatmeent and psotective measIlltirti
urea. While not enough is known
May, 111407.
Hon. Augustus E. Willson is the occupant. The vice-president and about the disease to make diagnosis
only announced candidate for the Re- treasurer will be different in person- absolutely certain,
it is suspiciously
1
4118
3995 publican nomination. for governor. nel.
16
like the dreaded "grouse disease"
H.
Will
Farley
was
sure
one
for
2
3951
17
3991 He announced after it was discovered
that for lot) years has been playing
3
3951
18
3973 that his eandidacy wou',1 harmonize of the two vacancies for director,
havoc with the game birds In Eng4.,
3961
20
3954 all elements. Assurances of support this morning and there was some talk
land.
The centers of infection in
3961
21
3942 from all over the state indicate his of making hint president. A Knoxfor,this country are only just being In
7
3961
4048 nomination beeong a doubt. Shall vine man also was mentioned
22.
'cated, and if more information is
3
4006
23
3943 McCracken county not speak out its president. The convention was at sea
gained, it is possible that quarantine
question
on
the
of
a
successor
to
3954
24
3965 preference?
Certainly
this county
measures may be resorted to.
10
3963
25
3961 cannot afford to waste its vote on a Secretary Tabb, if he refused to serve
again.
I
The grouse disease outbreak in
11.
3985
27
3955 candidatn, fearful of declaring
his
Appliegtions for membership in
was first noted in 1517, and
13
3976
28
3940 ambition.
the association were made by visiting since then it has swept o'er England'
14
3975
29
3935
coal merchants and coal operators, and Scotland, causing, as many sport11
a 3982
30
3943
Tomorrow is Flag Day.
Less time than was expected, waOng writers declare, more havoc in its
31
3943
used In the morning session as it al-lightest years than all the double-t
ToLal ...........107,232
JOHN TYLER MORGAN.
journed at 12 o'clock
until 2:30 barreled guns in both countries. It!
Average for May, 1906
4001
Eighty-three years old, and died
o'clock. "- •,'
- are enjoying- is most prevalent in seasons such as`
Average for May, 1907
3972 iii harness. Senator John Tyler
Mor- themselves thoroughly.
Personally appearvd before me, gan
we have been having in this country!
lived and died a monument to
Ms June 1, 1907, E. J. Paxton, gen"Kokoal."
this year, cold, wet and delayed
the vigorous usefulness - of old age.
eral manager of The Sun, who afArthur M. Hull, of Chicago, or- spring, which restricts the birds'
For 34) years he represented the state
firms that the above statement of the 1
ganlzer for the order of "Kokoal", feeding grounds and cause them to
of Alabama in the United States sencirculation of The Sun for the month(
an organization that bears the same crowd more closely together, giving
ate, and 23 of those years covered the
relation to the coal merchants that the infection a better chance to
of May, 1907, is true to the best of
entire period of his life, marked by
his knowledge and belief.
the "loo-Hoos" bears to the lumber spread. The grouse disease has been
Dr. Osier for mental decay. Perhaps,
dealers, is in the city button-holing found to be as definite n malady as Alexander City, Ala., of which thirtyPETER PURYEAR.
an inability to adjust himself
to the deleet.tns to get them into the
Notary Public.
typhoid diphtheria. In fact, the dis- four were dead on arrival, and nearly
new conditions, an unyiekling partiorder_ He made a rousing address to ease, though evidently Infectious, all the others afterward
My commission expires January
died'. The
sanship,
a
c'onfirm'ed
habit
of
looking
22, 1908.
the delegates and this evening in the seems to be closely allied to. pneu- same dealer en February 23, 191)7,
upon all who differed from him as
Eagles' Hall, a "Kornskation" by the monia.
!sent fifteen dead birds, eight Kansas
essentially diationeet, marred the
Order of Kokoal 'has teen planned.' Not enough
Daily Thought.
hai, been learned yet bob-whites and seven scaled quail,
!service of this noble man in later It will
be-a social evening with the about
•
the quail
"There can be no truer success years. Yet, Alabama was well rep
disease to establish that had been infected by the shipflowing bowl and lunch. The dole.:
,
its
identity
unquestionably with the ment from Alabama. The dead birds
resented by one who was a states- gates all through
than duty we! done.the convention,'
had been kept on the place for some
man of the national type, not
a those So inclined will not lack for re- grouse disease hut its symptoms and
't
muchime
and were perfectly well till the
the
spread
of
the
infection
are
mere
representiative
of sectionalism. freshments.
WHEREIN THE TROUBLE LIES.
the same, and there is a possibility'infected shipment was brought to the
Morgan's relations to the isthmian
boat
The
ride
tomorplanned
for
Recognition of the need of a
canal will be lost in history, because row afternoon has been abandone I, that it has been imported with the building where they were kept. Ten
change in the school system, as exwhen
it
was
decided
to dig and a street car ride over the city shipment of grouse from England. It days afterward the disease broke out
pressed by the trustees in their resodis-;among the old birds, and all of them
the
canal
across
Panama
in- substituted. The Black Diamond club is known at least' that the quail
lution calling for a revision of the
of Nktaragua, his choice, of Paducah are the hosts of the con- ease is fatal, not only to quail. but to dled•
charter, gives rise to hopes, which stead
became
the
implies- vention and the entertainment com- the sharp-tailed grouse of this coun-I Other repofts have been received
even the suggestion that they be paid Morgan
ble
foe
of
the
administration,
and mittee is composed of Will Farley, F'. try, and there are grave fears of its showing that the centers of Infection
salaries, does not wholly dispel. The
wider spread affecting many of the so far as known are Alabama, Kauisignificant fact is the admission, that for two years he had figured princip- S. Johnston, W . Y. Noble, and Henry
most important game birds of this sas, Indian Territory, Washington, D.
something is wrong, and demands a ally as an obstruetionist, when his Bradley. The program fpr Friday's
country.
'
IC., Mount Vernon, Va., Elizabeth,
long and efficient advocacy of the session will he:
remedS.
,Pa Boston and Worcester, Mass..
project
would
Swiftness of. the Disease.
have
•
won
for
him
a
It is true that in a board, comFriday, June 14.
'
The first intimation that the de and Yarmouth, N. S. The records
posed of 12 trustees, there will be, dietinguiehedlilace in the history of 11 a. m.—"Our Members in the Blueshow
that the disease has attacked
its
building,
partment
had
of agriculture had of the
he
taken''the
or should be, ten vacancies to
grass"---Geo. S. Chowning, Shelbybe
disease was when in April, 1906, the the common bobwhite, the blue quail,
filled at the next election; but the broader view of the situation. The
ville, KY.
recemmendatiOn of a trustee that a south is sadly In need of such men as "A Word from the Operators of Eas- bureau of animal industry received the Gembel quail, the mountain qauil
'
position on the board
tern Ventucky and Tennessee" — three dead birds from a 'dealer in this and the sharp-tailed grouse.
should
be Morgan to coueteract the influence
made attractive by the offer of a sal- of the Tillman type on public estimaKenneth Meguire. Snead and Me- city. Ile said that the birds were the! Had the disease remained limited
last of a large lot that had been to the quail only It would have been
ary, does not conform to our ideal of'Hon.
guire, Louisville, Ky.
school nanagement. For instance:
A word from Memphis—Chas. Eber- steadily dying off, The whole flock serious enough, but the recent demwould appear well at night, and in onstration of its transmissibility to
Drs. IN'alston and List resigned for
It requires some elasticity of menhart, Memphis, Tenn,
finsiness reasons. How much salary tal structure to conceive the relation 11 a. m.--"What Your Organization the morning several of them would sharp-tailed grouse is nothing less
'than appalling in its suggestion of
would be required to inducestich men between federal prevention of the
Means to You—Increased Member- be dead.
to remain on the board?
Some time later the same dealer widespread fatality among game
ship"—Delos Hull. Chicago.
We are waste of timber and fuel supply by
scarcely ready to acknowledge that leasing coal and timber lands on the Questions for the Convention: Shall received a shipment of two dozen birds. This fact calls for the most
we desire for school trustees men, public domaln, and municipal ownerWe Join the National Freight As- blue quail from Wichita, Kan,Nearly energetic action on the part of all
who would accept and hold positions ship of public utilities. There might
sociation? What Shall we do About all were dead . on arrival, evidently lovers of sport and all who appreciate
from the same disease, as certain in_ the economic importance of these
Short Weights?
on the inets-1 for the sake of t$5 or be some sort of similarity between
, $10 a month.
dications showed. Then a shipment birds, in noting and reporting every
Roosevelt's plan and the leasing of
Our Card Index Explained.
There are changes that might franchises, but that is far different
was received from Birmingham. Ala. outbreak of the dist.ase, and, if possiShall we Increase Dues?
bring about better results. changes from actual operation of the utility.
1 p. m.—Adjournment for dinner aril-sof these died of the same malady, ble, tracing its origin.
In the direction
2:30 p. m.—Car Ride Over City.
of removing the
Then a report was received froml
Quest ions Needing Answer.
achool board as far from political in- , Wigwag—Tht is a fine dog of
p. m.—Banquet or Smoker.
Worcester, Mass., saying that an inIn conclusion the circular of the
fluentte as poesible. Those that sug- yours, Saphedde.,
fections disease was killing off the department says:
gest theniselres to our mind just now
Saphedde--Yee, indeed, he is. That 11100111$0.0r4411•401110.1111111•11 ruffled grouse that were raised for' "Sortie questions pertalping to the
are, a eptalal electien at a date out- dog knows as much as I do.
stock purposes there. The birds that problem that require an answer are
side a politicai campaign; four or six
introduced the disease in the .breed-'as follows;
Wigwag—l'il give you a quarter
year terms for trustees: higher qual- for him—Philadelphi
ing grounds were received from Bird "Is the disease. due to a specific
a Record.
iffrations for teachers, making public
minicham, Ala. The next report was contaglion introduced into this coon— -wmWww
*shool teaching in. Paducah a profesof a shipment of sixty-five birds from try front without, as, for instance.
sion rather than temporary employgrouse disease of England, or is It a
Ment; better salaries for teachers. •
Have YOU Spring Fever?
disease of overcrowding that may
Its t the trouble with Paducah
Warm, sultry days, like those we arise in any section of the country
echools is not party poiiiies.
We
have had the past few days, bring whenever the birds are brought under
don't ea-re a pkayune whether the
Mr. lingo Carmack, the well known
out the tired, run-down, epriug fever artificial conditions of life?
schooi hoard is Dernocratk or Repub- Illinois Central
machiniat, lost the
conditions in the. most healthy'. We
"Are there, as In grouse disease,
lican, if it is composed of men, who i first joint of the
feel drowsy most of the time, Indiffer- Iwo outbreaks--one, the acute, in
forefinger on his
will not let party politics or any other i right
hand yesterday in a machine
ent to everything. sometimes have spring, and the other, a subacute, or
kind
their administration. He was adjusting
affect
dull headaches, and are "out of chronic from, marked by emaciation,
machinery when
Shoo; politics and a lack of regard
his hand slipped. The finger was
sorts" generally,
in the fall?
for the proprieties on the part of
dressed at the Molds Central hosThis is a condition incident to the
"Does this diastase seem to occur
board, are ruining Paducah's public
pital.
first warm weather, but, it Is merely ,spontaneonaly In sections of the nounSt huo:
Engines, No. :12 anti 39, wrecked
nature's warning to get in fit eon- try other than those pnamed under
Ihpie are goo.! teen _in the board.
in a heed-on collision at Welton, nye
!Mien for the warm season ahead.,'Known centers of infection?'
but they do not assert theniselves. I
and a half miles north of Marion,
The condition is due to a sluggish' "How widespread is the disease'
The (lire for the Wig in Padtteah'a
Mobday morning were brought to,the
liver,
deranged digestive functions, Is its geographical distribution, as
public school System will he found in
city this morning for repairs. They
or probably deranged kidneys. It is outlined In a previous section, limited
the presentation of better material'
are badly smashed. The
easily and quickly cured, if taken In to those localities which have re• to $7 50
wrecker
by both parties for places on
the'
accompanied them here, having been
hand in time.
Iceived shipments • from the known
boa rd.
The osteopathic treatment is the renters of Infection?
The misfortune of the schools out three days on the job,
sane, rational, most effective cure' "Does the receipt of a shipment of
Vetoes 2-4'ent Fare Hill.
at ,fling, from the plan
of choosing
We stew great lines of
for Buell seltnents. Several treat- i birds- result In the Infection Of birds
Albany. N. Y., Juoe
13.---Gov
trustees at a general election, is that
metes In the (ley hot air machine, fol- i heretorore healthy? The facts rethe politic-lens devote their attention Hughes today vetoed the hill Institut
light weight gowns and paja!owlet by the osteopathic treatment corded In this circular point to this,
•enta
to the conspicuous offices like that of,lug a fiat passenger rate of '2 ,
mas for summer wear at everadicates the condition, It stimu- hut further evidence will be of value.
mayor. and depend on the head of In 1141 on every railroad system in the
state
more
later; every function,---the liver, and
15
,
0
than
miler
long.
prise from 50c to $7.50.
ery
"If the preceding question is anthe Ikket to pull the school hoard
In dia course of his veto message
stomach and bowels, the kidneys and swered affirmattively. what period of
ticket through. Consequently, there
The garments are made up
blood, the heart action, and does it time elapses between the reselpt of
is not a fair test of popularity in the the governor pointed out that "the
passage of the bill was not preceded
for coolness and comfort, of
without resort to drugs of any eort,i sitch infected birth; and the ontheeak
school contest
—just osteopathy.
among the old stock? lu , other
We have no fault to find with a by legislative investigation or suitall the light weight materials.
I !Mould like for you to Invosti- words, what Is the period of Inctthafar party contest- for school trutu- able inquiry under the authorite of
gate oeteopathe. It is a new science don?
, tees. In fact, we rather believe that the state. Nor is the firing of this
in heeling, but, there Is nothing ne-1 "Besides the cases nientioned iii
:Vito itvairy of the parties eith good rate predicated on reports or ;otitisAt the price range you can
cult about it,— Merely
When for candidates. atonil bring out tics officially enlisted which would
selentific i thls paper are there °tiler perasma
jest whist you want,
find
perntit
a
manipulation to restlAte a deranged whohave received shipments of bobfair
conclusion
as
to
strangest
possible
materlai on
the
the
function to normal activity, and to whites or other quail from Alabama.
both skies. But the election should justice of its openition with refergive tone to all the organs of the Kansas or Indian Territory, only to
be dietinct from the general election. ence to the railroads within its purbody.
" Then the number of trustees shou41 view."
have them shortly die from disease?
The great stuccoes I ant having with
be cut down to four or ala first-elass
"These and Mintier questions press
It every day In the treatment of Pa- for answer before it can be claimed
elected front the city at large.
County Convention.
t4
The Republican county eonvsntioe
duesh people you know well is the that we know the diseasse and are
- 'We isut.w of no re:eon ws, there
testimony i offer for It
should he ward representation on a at the court house Saturdav conCall me therefore prepared to combat it in
over phone 14.07, or call to ales The, teittgentis. Any information that will
venes at 1:30 o'clock.
TillehOol board. •
B
41TrLOADWA
Y
okimnarivents A mosimm upstairs, 516 Broadway, et slit' time throw further light upon the problem
W• demand men of learning, rul= from 9 to noon or 1. il'o to 5 to the will be welcomed by. l'he bureau
e and purity of life for oraperinThe snceenefel ,poet is one who is
,
prinetpak• rat
our stile to earn Is ilVing at something
so&
!afternoon. Or 11. B. ?roue, °stea l tittimal indnstry.
Greer-Ott art
111411.
•1111•414
116•411'
•
0
i pathha.
. Then why should we not else,
Interested in this chief Of American

BALD FACTS
Here are a few bald facts--plain
and unadorned.
They're clothes facts.
Now! Here we go!
Dressing well at a moderate cost
is not beyond the possibilities of
any man who will come to this
store for his wearables.
By "dressing well" we mean
dressing in style--dressed in Clothes
that fit and set to the figure in lust
the right way.
Clothes that are perfectly tailored and have the appearance of custom
made garments.
Such Clothes are within easy reach of
you, Sir, if you come here for them.
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Night Gowns
and Pajamas
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game btrds it cannot be urged too
strongly that they give Immediate
notification of the existence of disease among the quail of their sections of the country, Whenever possible a few of the dead birds should
be wrapped in cloths saturated 14 5
per cent carbolic acid solution or 10
per cent formalin and forwarded Immediately to the bureau of animal industry, division of pathology, Washington, D. C.,. for verification of the
disease. The men who are acquainted
with the birds and their haunts
should note carefully everything eon=
uected with the outbreaks of quail
disease. The layman and the scientist must work together if any

cessful defense is made against this
destructive malady."
—The bargain you saw three days
ago probably belongs today to your
neighbor—ueless YOU are in .the
habit of answering ads, promptly, too,
Many a man is unable to meet his
expenses hecapse he is headed the
wrong way.

r
S i

—Place your orders for wedding
Is
invitations at home. The Sun
shotving as great an assortment as
you will find an)where, att prices
much lower than you will have' to
Pay elsewhere.

udt9Icillip3 4Co.
•

)une Vlearanee Vrice4
'Cur 6i1k
rtment
Sepa

We can't tell you about this stock in ite
completeness, the dependable goods and
the late styles we always show. You must
come to see in Rcmember we absolutcly
guarantee any silk we sell to give satisfactory Weir.

•

19 inch checked and striped Japanese Silk, all
colors, for, per yard
19C
19 inch check Silks, all colors, a.
75c value, per
yard.
-45c

•

Full line of colored Taffeta, all colors, 75c value,
per yard.
59c
While lIabutuaj Silk, 20 in. wide, ptr yd ,

250

White llabuitai Silk, 36 in. wide, per

50C

Zlack 9affeta dpecial
50 pieces of our guaranteed 36 inch black Si 25
Taffeta, per yard.
89C
See our lines of Fancy Silks at closing-out prices.

.Attractive grieea in `Xeckwear
Now is the time you need Neckwear, such as
turnovers, collars, etc. You never have too many,
for the well-dressed woman always takes exceptional pride in her neckdress. We are sole ageuts
fur Keiser's NeCkwear and are !showing exceptional
assortments for the dainty woman.
During thin sale we arii going to clean out
these pieces, which have beeorne slightly soiled by
handling, and you can certainly buy neckwear
cheap.

-`•

Jpecial
Six dozen fresh and dainty Turnovers# 25e value,
during this week's sale at..
...... 150

,I-.

.s....,••• •,
a•Ariv
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Mrs. ducah-Cairo freight runs, le laying
ful feature and was sung by
Ernest Hamilton, of Humboldt; Mreoff on account of illness, and his run
Bradley Roe, of Jackson, Mese Mrs.!was taken out this morning by EnMarvin McSwaiu, of Paris, and Miss gineer Bob McCarty.
Leverne Wright, of Jackson. l'etizia, Mr. Sam Givens went to Loki this
Angelyne Hayes, of Jackson, was the morning on business.
maid of honor and Mrs. R. N. WarMr. F.VV.Katterjohn went to Cedar
aniaeoweee
meek, of Jackson, the matron of hen- Bluff this morning. '
The Vanillin* (lub Dance.
The -Cotillion club gave the first or.The bridesmaids were Miss Foltz
Mini Bessie Stalls, of Terrell, Ark.,
Of Its series of auniruer dances at the and Miss Mane of Humboldt; Miss returned home this morning after a
Wallace park pavillion last night, Men Burrow, of Mila,n; Miss Mattie Lou visit to Captain John Beatty, ofElevLouts Rieke, Jr.. leading. Among MeGlathery, of Paducah. The grooms- enth and Norton streets,
those present were: Dr. and Mrs. Vie-imeti: Messrs. Louis Cappell, of MenMies Virgin Greer, daughter of
tor Voris, Mr. and MIL Henry Rude, phis; Leon Williamson, of .Jackson, Judge W. D. thou, is visiting in
Mr. atei Mee Cook Husbands, Mrs. C.IJuelge Thomas MeCorry, of Jackson; lAuetin and Dennison, Tex.
B. Hatfield,. Mrs. Jettie Hobson,1 Edward G. Scott, of Paducah. The,'
histe
Patrnoldmaan Ia
D
, it:
oati
k Wood
e
is taking
Misses Jamie McKenzie and Margue- ushers were: Messrs. J. W. Midyett
days'
rite McKenzie, of Lula, Miss.; Helen and I. Q. Warmoth, of Humboldt;1 Miss Jainies and Mini Marguritte
Dillon, 'St. Louis; Anne Stripling, Ft. Sharp Caldwell, of Trenton, and J.imeKeneie, who have been the guests
For a speciak this week we are going to haveyour skirt Made
Worth, Tex.; Ruth Hemenway, Ev- Y. Williamson, of Milan. Mr. Walter of the Misses Decker. tree Jeffersoh
free, provided you buy material of nine pieces of imported
anston, Ill.; Bernice Frost, Mayfield: Ketchum, of Memphis, was the best street, returned to their home in
cloth, which conetitute the materials for this special. These
Blanche Hills, Lillie May Wiustead, man. Misses Louise Sharp and Carrie Lula. Miss., this morning.
cloths are of the finest imported light-weight texture ranging
Corinne
Winstead, Rosebud Hobson, Belle Gille‘pie were the flower girls.' Mrs. Walter Wright, of Mayfield,
in price from $2.50 to $300 a yard; of oturse, he bindings of
Ininuediatel after the et. lemony accompanied
Lillie Hobson, Faith Langstaff, Maryour skirt must be bought of us also. These cloths will make
by Master Ford Wright
jorie Loving, Henry
Ancott, Maye Mr. and Mrs. MeGlathery left for an and nurse, is visiting in the city
ideal summer clotnes, and bear in mind that the making of the
garmeht by Mrs Fertiman costs you nothing. These cloths
Schaeffer, Frances Wallace, Garnett,extended bridal trip to New Yorke
atudtMrs. Jo A. Miller, 416 South Sixth
will not last long, SO come down at your earliest opportunity.
Washinrtoii
Buckner, Katherine Quigley, Marjorie Niagara Falls,
street, has returued from Uniontown,
will
Scott, Mary Scott. and Nene Hatfield;' Jamestown • exposition. They
where she made the round trip on
Messrs. Louis Rieke. Calhoun Rieke,: make their borne in Humboldt where the boat. She visited St.
Vincent's
InIIIIP`
Charlie Rieke, Joe Exalt, Douglais Mr. McGlathery has his headquarters. academy, which her
dapghter Jo, is
Nash, Douglass Bagby, Grover Jack- lie is vice-president and traveling attending.
Miss Miller has been 111
son., Stewart Sinnott, Will Webb, representative of the Stutz Candy
but has recovered and will return
Police Court.
Pbllo Allcott, Cecil. Lacy, Frank company, of this city, and a sterling
home after the dismissal of school
Mrs. Lizzie Roberts was fined $25 Boone, Blanton Allen, Herbert Haw- young business man, making friends,
90.
June
and costs this morning for conduct- kins, Warren Sights. James Lang- wherever he goes.
1
Mrs.
D. W. Coons will leave toing a disorderly house in Tin Can staff, Clay Kidd, Frank Davis, John
The bride is a charming
young
night for New York to continue her
girl,
popular
In
her
home
town,
alley on the North Side.
and
Brooks, Arthur Martin, Sam Hughes,
art studies at the Middleton Institute.
Harry
Anderson
Ned
Pullen, 0. L. Gregory, Will Rudy, Leo Keller, has many friends whose best wishes
She will be gone two months.
•
Marie's Evans, ‘Vill Wood and Tom Morton Hand, Wallace Weil, Dave go with the young couple.
-For Dr. Pendley ring 416.
Mr. F. M. McGlathery and Miss/ Mrs. J. M. McCandless and daughWhitelow, breaches of ordinance. Koger and D. I. B. Howell.
-Earthquake, try it.
Grace MeGlathery returned this af- ter Hazel, arrived today to visit Mrs.
dismissed; Tom Mylett, alias Greenterrioon from Humboldt. Miss Mattie,Percy Paxton, 1622 Jefferson street.
-Dr. Gilbert, osteopath, 400 in wall, disorderly conduct, continued:
Entertain at Cards.
Broadway. Phone 196.
u and Miss Lillie Mae MeGiatheryl Mr. Evan Prosser, of the BantMrs. J. H. Rudy will entertain this
Will Grind and
Bettie Bunkley,
-Fine carnations at 50c per doz- breat•h of peace, dismissed; Will evening at cards at her horn .t on t4c
;ipped at Dresden, Tenn., to visit ,more & Ohio railroad, is in the city
today.
en at Brunson's, 529 Broadway.
l
before returning home.
lelett, colored, housebreaking, dis- Kentucky avenue, coamlimenteire to riatives
. A. Hoflieh, of Evansville, re-Coe Gus G. Singleton and Frank missed.
'Miss Helen Dillon, of St. Leak, who
turned to her home after visbting her
Meyers-Theiring.
Waggoner have purchased the comIs the guest of Mr. and Mrs R. D.
'The marriage of Miss Lydia Chris- daughter, Mrs. H. C. Green, 605
mission business of H. Harrell, at
MacMillen, 1616 Jefferson st'e't.
Strung Line Up.
tina Mevers and Mr. August Their- South Ninth street.
114 South Second street.
June 30 at Dawson the Paducah
lug, of this city, took place Wedries-I Mr. W. E. Coolidge, of Memphis.
-Carbon paper that gives entire Independent team
School Picnic.
• •" meet the
in
Louisville, me who with Mrs. Coolidge has been
morning
satisfaction, and every sheet guaran- Priheeton team for the first time this
Mrs. John J. Dorian entertaieel day
teed is the Webster Mull Copy Car- year. Manager Hollan will have a few the pupils of her' private school ees- Theiring is a traveling salesman of visiting Mrs. Nelson Soule, 51$ North
bon, handled only by it. D. Clements stronger pinvers in the lineup, one terday with a picnic at Wallace pack. this city and a popular man, Mr. and Fifth street, and Mester Nelson Soule
will
arrive Sunday left today for Arkansas, where they
& Co. Phone 436.
or two who
been ill, having re- This was the annual picnic given the Mrs. Theiring
-The world renowned Earthquake covered.
linens at the close of school. Anoet morning from a bridal trip to Chicago will join a hunting expedition.
Mrs, Gus Reitz and daughter, Miss
carpet cleaner is sold by Biederman.
iiinrperetel.
GO young people went out in the and St. Louis and reside at 1310
Erma, and Miss Blanche Street left
South Ninth street.
Gray's cafe, 404 Broadway. NoonDinner
and
supper
morning.
-The Ladies' Mite society of the.
today for Cincinnati.
They will
day luncheon for -ladles and gentleFirst Baptist church will meet Fri- were served atethe, park and the pemake the round trio on the boat.
men 25 cents. A la Carte bill of fare.
Charity Club Meets.
day afternoon
with
Mrs. Harry pile returned last night tired but
Miss Lizzie Kelley will ho to Mem-The only carpet cleaner;
the
AMERICAN Federation of MusiThe Charity club met this morning
happy after their day at the eine
Lukens, 1717 Madison street.
eibormallas
Earthquake. Saves work and money,
with Mrs. Edward H. Bringhurst, phis tomorrow to visit.
cians, colored, will enroll you for
Mrs. Frank Crawford, 438 South
--Henre Jordan, colored, was ar$1.50 until July 2, when the fee will
620 Kentucky avenue, and the re• "Gypsy Tea" for Visitors.
--For the best and cheapest livery
rested yesterday afternoon in Padube raised to $10. Anyone wishing to
port of the secretary for the past Sixth street, left today for MadisonA
very
delightful
outing
was
enville to visit her mother.
cah by Detectives Moore and Baker, rigs, ring 100, either phone. Copejoin should see F. McNeil-by, Prest.;
and
filed.
No
three
months
read
other
joyed,
when
a
large
number
of
eing
Mrs. J. S. Saunders and son•John,
and was taken back to Mayfield land's stable, 419 Jefferson street.
aqmoin
Frank Jones, Vice Prest., or W. -51.
was tranpeople gave an elegant sinew- at business of importance
returned to nouleville today, after
wherehe is charged with boonegRiley, Sec'y.
sacted.
Key's bridge, in honor of Miss Mary
EAT at Whitehead's restaurant.
visiting Mrs. M. B. Nash, 3.08 North
Boating Party for Visitors.
WANTED-For U. S. Army; Able.
Byrn's guests of Pedueah. They
Ninth street.
Mies Kathleen 1Vhitette1d will give
-We give you better carriage and
LOCKSMITH wanted, e039 Jeffer- bodied unmarried men 'between ages
For Visitor.
were conveyed to this delightful
'Baker,
Twenty-third
a
boating
Nancy
better service for the money than
party this evening on the
Miss
sop
Mrs. H. S. Wells entertained
at
"Gypsy Tea- resort in a inanimate
of 21 and 35; citizens of United
and Trimble streets, went to Dixon,
is given by any transfer company in river. in compliment to her visitors,
MITCHEUS for high-grade bicy- States, of good character and terntransfer wagon, and the ride to and her apartments in the Empire flats
Ky., to visit today.
America. Fine carriages for special MI:see Martha and
Alice Carroll,
cles, 326-328 South Third street. _
from the place was a scene of much this afternoon complimentary to Miss
perate habits, who can speak, read
Mrs. T. F. Baker and daughter
occasions on short notice; also ele- Ruth Hernenway and Eunice Brown.
merriment. Everybocly was in the Laura January, who is the guest of left today for Lisman, after visiting W0013/7-oldPhotie and write English. For information
FOR
D-TtY
gant livery rigs. Palmer Transfer Co An enjoyable time is anticipated.
0.
Boone.
Mrs.
E.
2361.
best of huraor and a jolly good time
Mrs C J Mitchell, 16e3 Harrison
apply to recruiting officer, New Rich.
-If you leaven't time to go-home Yesterday afternoon from 5 until 6
was had by every person. The guests
• VVANTED-A good cook, at once, mond House, Paducah, Ky.
street.
to lunch, try Whitehead's 25 cent o'clock Mrs. Whitefield, Mies Birdie
of Miles Byre from Paducah were as
Womanni Club 'relit. /1
Misses Hester Chapple and Lena 1039 Jefferson.
dinner. Polite service.
Woolfolk and Miss Kathleen WhiteGETr ()UT of the wet. Jobs won't
The Woman's club tent at the Dollar, of Princeton, spent the day
PASTURE for rent. Good grass
-Don't fail to attend the opening field received at their home, Seventh follows: Misses Norma -Jedkins, Esbe so easy to get next year. We can
and plenty of water. Phone 334-2.
ball at Dixon Springs, June 15. Cheap street and Kentucky avenue, in honor sic Siak, Maggie Howell, eeeesrs. Rod- Chautauqua is in readiness for the in the city yesterday visiting
use 500 machieists. Highest, wages;
ney Thompson, Harry Walker and opening tomorrow morning at 10 misses Coleman on West Jefferson
the
rates on I. C. railroad. J. M. Groves, of their vheitont.
FOR heating and stovewood ring steady
guaranteed.
employment
onlock.
Brysza
is
in
Artie
Harris.
Those
who
Mrs.
Si
attended
charge
Manager.
437 F. Levin.
Transportation advanced to machintomorrow,
with
the
following
assist-'street
from
here
were:
Misses
Elsie
Welles,
-Save money and time and try
Attorney C. C. Graeeham and N.
A. V. B. Gilbert, of Mobile, solicit- Cordia Gillum, Nellie Byrn, Lula ants: Mesdames Gus Reitz, H. G.'I
FOR SALE-Ice box almost new. ists, haying first-class references. We
the Earthquake carpet cleaner. Sold ing freight agent of
wi:_ H. Dowdy, of Carbonviale, Ill., super Apply 904 Kentucky avenue.
positively make no charge in
any
the M. & 0., is Boone, Willie Boone, Mary
Byrn, Harmeling, W. J. Hills, Harry
by Biederman.
intendent of the Ayer-Lord Tie cornin the city.
way, manner, shape or form, for seWANTED
-Phone
liamson, C. H. :Chamblin, Henry
WORK
BRICK
Messrs.
John
.
Wallis,
Ed
Sills,
Kirk
-Do your own carpet cleaning by
ne will go to the Gren river see:.
curing jobs fer machinists. Address
Mies Besele Smedley eill leave on
1562.
Overby, Charles Emery, Harry Meyenlpa--buying the
Earthquake
carpet June 18th for Texas on a two weeks' Byrn, Charlie Bates and Smith Thomdon today to inspect the tie cornwith references The National Metal
Bauer
e
Treasurer;
Sol
Dryfuss,
J.
A.
as.
Mr. and Mrs. Z. T. Long were
FOR RENT-Rooms furnished or
cleaner.
nv
property.
Trades Association, Cincinnati, 0.
visit
Walker;11ne..-s"i
the chapermies.-Mayfield Messenger. James Wilhelm, T. 0.
North
Sixth.
unfurnished.
520
L. P: Holland. general manager,
-City subscribers to the Daily
Mists inide O'Brten,e of
nelti
Misses Virginia Newell, Julia Cobb,
WHITE COOK wanted, old phone
l and A. H. Noyes, assistant secretary
Sun who wish the delivery of their Bridge :greet, Is ill of fever.
Lillie
Burdlne.
Slutrp-eleGilathery.
1658.
Ayer-Lord
Tie
treasurer
of
the
and
papers stopped must notify our colMies Itchy Wear, of Murray. Is
The ladies will .serve two meals
The marriage of Miss Ada Sharp,
company, are making the annual inTHREE solid. era wanted. Apply
lectors or make the requests direct visiting the family of Col. B. B. Linn,
each day, nt nobn infrat night, and
of
Humboldt,
Tenn.,
and
Mr.
James
ventor' of tics in the Cumberland C. J. Acree Furniture store, 203
to The Sun office. No attention will Fifth arid m a disco streets.
be•servni.
all
home-made
dishes
will
W. MeGlathery, of ibis -city, was solriver,
South Third street.
be paid to such orders when given
Charles K. Wheeler went to emnized
last night at the First Meth- This promises to be One of the most I
Mr. Boyd Milani. of Dallas, Tex ,
to carriers. Sun Publishing Co.
ONE NICE furnished • room for
Dyersburg, Tenn., today on profee- odist
features of the Chautauattractive
church at Humboldt, the Rev.
left today for New York after vein- rent. With all modern conveniences. FRED CROSSLAND TERRIFIED BY
-Bessie and Nora Ladd incorrig- Mona' businees.
profit
to
the
source
of
qua,
and
a
E. S. Harris officiating. It was a pink
DIVORS'II PRAS'EEDINGS.
ible girls sent from Paducah three
ing Mr. B. T. Davis, of Eleventh and Gentlemen preferred, Inquire at 713
Mrs. W. G. Knight and daughter,
club.
Monroe etreets
years to the Horne of the Good Shep- Mesa Nola, of this city, left yesterday and white wedding and a beautiful
Kentucky avenue.
Dr. anti Mrs Frank Boyd nave reherd in Louisville, will be dismissed afternoon for Fulton, where they ceremonial. The color-motif was carCouncilman John Williamson has
FOR SALE- 500 shares"Mergen
Niagara Falls, New thaler-Horton Basket Machine comturned from
and sent back home this summer, will visit Mrs. Knikhes sister, Mrs.':led out In the church decorations recovered from his recent illness,
Amusing Scene in Police Court When
and
other
details.
VeashIngton
and
having developed , into good girls, James 1, Hamlett.
Misses Nina and Rosebud Hous- York, Atlantic City,
pany stock at 10 cents per share. Adsummons Is Served on the
The welding music was a beautithoroughly reformed.
man, of Boaz Station, are the guests the Jamestown exposition. They at dress bock Box 43, Jewett, Ohio.
Defendant.
Medical
assoeia
American
tended
the
-Wedding invitations, announceof Mrs. Johnson Houser, 421 South
SHORT ORDER lunches a speADVENTURES OF A SNOWBALL,
heard
PresiAtlantic
City
and
ments and every character of ention
at
Sixth street.
cialty at Page's restaurant, L19 South
gravsd work is given careful, perMr. and Mrs. A. S. Burdette, of dent Roosevelt speak at Jamestown.. Third street.
Fred Crossland. black, perspiring,
sonal attention at the Sun Job office.
It T. G. Matthews, traveling pase
St. Louis, arrived this morning to
was a witness
FOR RENT- Third floor over and uncomfortable
WV011 Tulle has purehesed
visit Mrs. M. K. Scott, 233 North stinger agent for the Missouri Pacific, Frank
Just's barber shop, 117 N. 4th in the Dixon ease in police court.
the
IS
in
headquarters
at
from MT. I. II. Wilcox the fast trot
Fourth street.
Next to him sat Deputy Sheriff Otte
St. Apply F. M. Fisher, Post Office,
ter the hitter recently brought from
Rogers, of city.
Mr. and Mrs. John
Rogers, who heel a summons in his
Newly
FOR
RENT
decorated
St. Louis. and will enter him In the
Hopkinsville, are visiting
Mr. and
pocket for Cresslansi in a divorce
Modern
improvements,
apartments.
Matinee club races.
'What do you conelder the chief
, Mrs. Guy Nance, of South Third
Proceeding, Instituted in Crittenden
danger of wealth? asked the solemn Hecht Apartments, 511 Adams.
-An open meeterig will be held
street.
county by Crossland's wife. Taking
will
have
the
other
fellow
man.
That
FOR
THE
at Fifth and Jackson streets tonight
BEST
eandwichenchile
Mrs. John Tyrnan and son, Paul,
advantage of the court's temporary
hearer
inclined
to and hot tamales, call at 111 1-2 adjournment
it, responded a
at 8 o'clock, and all union men are
have gone.to Hopkinsville to visit.
to the' street
he preSouth Third street.
urged to attend,
Mrs. Louis Henneberger and child flippancy.-Philadelphia eedger.
sented the typewritten paper.
will return the latter part of this
LOST-Pocketbook
Kirby's
In
Crossland's eyes bulged out, and
week after a visit to Mrs. Henneberstore hr on Broadway. Contained when the meaning of the writing
gees father, at Mt. Vernon, line
two bills and some change. Reward dawned upon him, with a groan he
Dr. and Mrs. Frank Beyd returned
for return to The Sun.
sank to his knees. With (-teepee
last night from Atlantic City and othLOST-Black coat containing veil, hands he implored Deputy Sheriff
er cities in the east.
rst
forohti a
mke it back, to Jo somecard and 25 cent piece in pockets.
Miss lia Hart. of Nashville, is the
Return to U. G. Guliett Sp Co. Re- thing
guest of Mrs. Gus Tate, Of the Em"leo' Gawd, Mister Man, I Ace do
ward.
pire Plate.
lub that woman. I can't Stan' Liar,
CLOTHES
cleaned
and
pressed
All
Dr. and Mrs. .1. T. Red-lick have
work guaranteed. Solomon, The Tail- and he groveled lower and lower unreturned from the National Medics,
or, 113 South Third street. Phone til his attitude resembled' a mat tumCity.
at
Ateantemet
society, which
bler preparing to do a stunt. Rale1016-a.
Mr. Albert Dilhert, of Mobile. Ala.,
ing hits ey PR to the multitude of tareil
rooms,
RENTFour
aleconFOR
arrived last night to visit relatives.
gathered about him he surveyed the
veniences, over my store. Solomon, throng 'Then
Miss Willie Willis has gone to
gazing intently at the
The Tailor, 113 South Third, Phone
Carrsville, to visit friends.
paper, he declared:
We are showing fine spe
1016-a.
returned
to
May-Thomas Ervin
"Some eiggah sho' done rolled
field after a visit to his brother, PhilRENT Four iiiTeiir-nieh;rel me.FOR
:jai values in Long Gloves.
rooms suitable for light honeekeepip Erwin.
Croselane declared
thst
he has
eine J. C. Yates has returned to
North
Seventh. Old been sending his wife money, and
lug, at 601
husband.
her
visiting
after
Mayfield
569.
can not imagine who took advantage
Aisses' 20 inch white cotton neat
The summer shoe has phone
Mrs. Lottie Shelton of Paducah.
WALLPAPER--S rent paper, 4 of his absence. tie formerly lived at
stylish patterns 50c
returned Monday evening from Boaz
come in with a bound,
is here spreading
inets a roil; tn rent paper, 7 cents a Princeton arid
to continue her visit with her fatherroll; 20 cent paper, le cents a roll. whitewash on tenet's.
but
we're
bound
to
be
in
the
in-law, Elder J. C. Shelton. She has
iJadies' 18 inch white silk.
Phone 1856. Leroy.
game, so we raised the limit
been to Boaz at the bedside of her
WANtErt)-- By man with small
louble tinge' tips, Si 25 value
YOU DC'N'T RAVE TO WAIT
McNeil,
Thomas
Mr.
grandfather,
and secured a larger stock
family. Employment driving dairy Drety do e makes you feelsetler. Lex S 1.00
who has been seriously ill but is bee
wagon or other light work. Address keeps your whole +salaam right. 141d on the
than ever before.
ter at present. -Mayfield Messenger
mosey back plan eyerywnere. Price IS)cents.
II D. Benet ?OR B. Sixteenth,
Mrs. T. C. Emerson, who has been
Here's every kind of tenLadies' 20 inch black lisle two
JAMES DUFFY has removed his
visiting her brother, W. H. Brizen-gee Moving lectures, at the raik
nis, golf, boating and outing
tailor shop to South Ninth street near
button
dine, at Mayfield returned to Paine ,
all this week
Broadway,
where
he
would
be
Weaned
sloes in canvas, calf, vici
elite
to see his customers. cleaning and
Mrs. John W. Counts has rehire:id
and patent, and just the
Captain Johnson, of the Nashvtile,
Ladies' 18 inch black silk, $1 :19
erseieing neatly done. Old
phone
home ilfter a visit to her sister, MI4.
Is In Paducah to buy beriree. Last
right
fashions
in
hose
to
set
462-a.
/eine, for.. ...
81.25
e•ni.
at
hire
F,
McAtese
J.
slimmer he bought the steamer Sycaoff the shoes.
WE MAKE a eisetTlifi ty- of -fancy more and took her to
Mrs. M. B. Austin is atialtinle
Nashville for
race track eaddlett and hareems: alien towing tie, and timber.
friend,.and relatives in Memphis.
'4 inch tine silk special quality.
.1gents for Stacy:4010in 8
repair work. Pedits-ah Hareems and
eir, Ben Frank went to Oaks •Sta
Mr Henry lenrath. tien of Mt and
42.00 value.
*1.75
arid Nettleton fine shorts.
Saddle Co., 20444 Kentucky avenue. Mri Gestay Intl-nth. will
tIonethis morning to inspect cross
arrive home
New Phone 646.'
ties.
Sunday from Milweukee, where he
Mr. J. A. Hughes, agent for the t
14.,
'
en"
'(ED.
ED- /rwo y ear:Inns. Dine has been attending teeleordia college
C at Barlow, passed through the citv
white steer welchine sheet e50
Mr. iiieiert H. Harrts, of fit. Louts
thtiriporoing en route home from
oundie one -speckled heeler weigh- is In the city on a blueness trip.
heen•yise
ffe
has
Central. City. His
ing shout 450 polled's. Finder please
V
VI.
3 9 BROADWAY
Calvert Cite.
Vine
i
i
notify ne Terrell, 217 Smith Tliird
-See Mining Picture* at the Park
ED IWO 11, EL Kelley, of the pa.
trete. Old phone 1008-a.
All this week

uck Aillips

a
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PEOPLE
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STUFF 12 HOURS
Into One Hour With One
of Hart's Washers

to J5 Achmive

Jkirt .21ade free

V-1-14.4.4.1.4.44.4.4PV

LOCAL NEWS +

12
Hour
Washing
Easily
Done in
One
Hour

With
H a r t's
Washing
Machine
It will
Greatly
Surprise
You

Hart has a large line to select from. Some do
all the work, even to turning the crank; while
a little effort is needed on the others.

6E0. 0. HART & SONS CO.
WANT ADS.

n

"SHO' ROLLED"

LONG
GLOVES

loah's Ark Variety Store

.
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veritable army with its neat rows of of the work, however, is the reinviaduct conwhite canvatt tents, its well-kept tem- forced concrete-arch
porary streets, and its general air of struction which connects the longer
stretches of deep water between the
evs martial SpIcksand-spanness.
1
At each camp there is a commis- keys. Altogether there are about six
si
.ttrried on by the company itself un- sary where supplies of the best grade miles of this kind of work, which will
Paducah, Ky.
211-213 S. Third St.
der the immediate direction of Mr. can be had at prices corresponding consist of alterations of four fifty'
Reminds tine of teeernment's Tasi. J. R. Parrot, the vice-president of the to those prevailing in New York city. foot spans and one of sixty feet. Be_
company, and
Mr. Flagler's right- Many yachtsmen cruising among the tweet Knight's and State Keys there
Dredging tea
I of
Pattern.. hand man in all his enterprises in keys purchase supplies of the railway will be a total length of 15,100 feet Postottice Receipts sod Cetip
commiesariat.
Genera! Of this construceon, and between
company's
I
Canal and l'ulebra Cut—Lame Florida.
Reports Good
Shattuc, who, was one of these recent Long and Grassy Keys, where the
Practical Horse Shoeing. 309 Southi Fourth St.
Naturally, one of the most importraanounces
that
the
first
begins,
purchasers,
viaduct
work
is
the
next
l'oneret e Viaduct to lie
ClIve, ua a Trial
ant items in the problem was an adePlrat
4.3-iateiss VVorIc tluareirstwk>d.
tlons of tee railway workmen are bet- longest stgetch, which will consist of
quate supply of competent labor.
structed.
ter than those furnished to the regu- 184 arch-es.
OLD PHONE 2067
Every Department Is a Barometer •
Front the first it was reeognized that
From the midst of activities so
lar army, and that the laborers are
of Increasing Industrial
only under the best of conslitions
fully as well housed and cared for as successful and stimulating visitors to
would men of the class required enActivity.
the southern end of Florida return
Uncle Sam's troopers.
isolation from town'Iife-and are
lure
the
HOW WORKeIEN eREQ1 VIITERED
with just such enthusiasm as ConEngineering Feats.
he natural hardships of the work.
Under such eircumstances it is not gressmen and other tourists bring
The fact that 20 per cent of the men
remarkable that the gigantic task of back from Panama. One of the facts
tow engaged upon the work are old
GOVERNMENT HAS A PLENTY.
building this seagoing railroad pro- about the extension of the East Coast
Jacksonville, Fla. June 13.—Whils sands who were there last year, went ceeds rapidly and efficiently. Enor- Railway across the Keys to Key West
the eyes of the nation are turned to- •torth again to escape last summer's mous engineering difficulties have that perhaps impresses them most of
wards Panama and the great work in teat and mosquito season, and at the been encountered and overcome. all is that it is the work solely of one
We list in our directory over 3,000 subWashington, D. C., June 13.—De- ,
progress on the Isthmus, there is ieginning of winter returned, goes Many miles of swamp and low ground man's fortune. Every dollar has
spite
the
uncertain
eouditions
of
the
scribers
and more than threefourths are
construction
going steadily forward in Florida an 'ar to prove that the
will come, presumably money market, the gloomy outlook as
have had to be filled in with rock and come, and
enterprise which, in the °Pluton 01 amps along the Florida key, are
exclusive‘ East Tennessee subscribers ?
to crops, and the feeling of tlurest
•
experts, offers many valuable sugges- models of their kind, and that it is
in industrial and commercial centers,
Call Contract Department No. 300.
(eons to the men who are solving not necessary to sub-dividg the work
,
the government officials declare that
canal problems. The building of among contractors.
all signs point to a continuance of
Caring for Men.
such a railroad as that now under
the prosperous times that have markconstruction between Miami and Key
At the Long Key viaduct camp a
ed the experience of the United States
West, over the long line of the division of 500 men are quartered
since 1897. 'The national treasury
Florida keys, necessitate; the em- who work In day and night shifts.
is filled to overflowing, receipts from
ployment of thousands of men, the This is one of the points of perinaall sources are increasing at a trehandling of vast quantities of ma- neat occupation; the buildings are of
mendous rate, the national banks are
terial and supplies and the overcom- weed. Eeach laborer has a good,
prospering as never before, and Uncle
ing of manse difficulties due to cli- clean "bunk," a mattress filled with
Sam is doing a land office business
mate and topography. Especially in cut sponge, which makes an ideal
at the stamp windows of the 70,00e
the way in which thcusands of work- bed, and a mosquito bar in addition
or more postotikes throughout tin
men are enlisted and managed with- to the wire netting wtih which the
$230,000.00
C
country.
out the intervention of erntractors doors and windows of the hoe-se are
100,000.00
Surplus and undivided profits
Is there said to be an ob.; et lesson overed. There is also a barber shop
Recent reports show
that the
280,000.00
Stockholders
liability
.
as to the method Iss white the big where charges are low and tips rare,
crops, wadi the possible exception of
ditch might be dug.
cotton, are not as hard hit as they
and in a separate building a free li$500,000.00
Total
appeared to be a week or so ago, and
.
The ,peints of likenses are many, brary well stocked Wth papers and
$985,458.23
Total resources
with a break in the present unseadespite the apparent diffsrences be- magazines and.,books. The field hossonable weather another "bumper"
DIRECTORS:
tween the two enterprises, one of pital maintained at this camp is in
year may be registered by the secrewhich is designed to enable steam- the care of a competent surgeon, and
W. F. Bradshaw, of Bradshaw & Bradshaw, Attorneys; J. A.
tary of agriculture for 1907.
chips to undertake the feat of moun- Is supported in part by the $1.50
Bauer, Wholesale Pottery; Louis F. Kolb, of Kolb Bros. & Co.,
tain climbing; the other to send a charged each man for transportation
The government had on hand in
Wholesale Drugs; EL A. Pater, of H. A. Petter Sup-ply Co.; Boat
railroad train to sea. For all practi- on the company's boats back to
the- national strong box at the close
Supplies; C. P. Rieke, of C. H Rieke & Sons,Wholesale Dry Goods;
cal purposes, Key West is as far from Miami, The atiditernal expense is
of business an available cash balance
Museoe Burnett, Supt. & Treas. Pad, Water Co.
GREAT STEAM SHOVEL.
of $200;011,924. A year ago today
GEO. C. THOMPSON, President._
the cash balance was a little more
T.
J. ATKINS, Vice President.
sand In order to secure a firm road- from Henry M. Flagler's pocket. An than $1-75,0410,0140. The surplus in
ED.
L. ATKINS, Cashier.
every
average
cost
for
of
$100,000
a
mile
bed. The embankment across
the treasury aniounts tos$71e8.04,976.
one of the thirty or more keys which building the 160 miles of railway is a The surplus for the Decal year. which ../
the road will cross is built up en- very conservative estimate, to say will end on June 31), will in all probtirely of coraline limestone, the ma- nothing of the further, expense of the ability approximate
$78,000,000.
effectively as be could. But never
terial of which the islands are formed improveinents at Key West where it Last year's surplus was more than
Doubted the Story.
After leaving the mainland, dredges is proposed to till in 174 arres of land $24,000,000..
The German's incapacity for hu- a smile was his reward. Ms'German
were forced fairly to eat their way now under water and to build extenmot- is more liroverbial than his aver- friend remained for several moments
—6115%,
Year's Receipts, $022.,te)0,000.
sent to ventilation, thottgh perhaps in a perplexed study. Then he lean'
through nearly twenty miles cf tan- sive docks and terminals, as well as
all
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for
the
year
from
gled mangrove swamp, a dredge pro- dry docks and wharves, each SOO feet
less real. A year or So ago an Amer, ed over to the An4rican and said:
see:ling slowly down each side of the long and and lon feet wide. Then sources up to date make a total of lean student in Berlin was attending "But how could that be? The man
m pa red
with a-'
embank-meet. Ittggiog -a ertrartirel—foreHrere-must-be estatit±sti
- ettrre- in -a room -drowsily close. was dead!"---Harper's Weekly. .
its -ov.n passage, and building up the service which will transport trains of $5584001,9,51 for the corresponding To keep. awake he began whispering
r-----; --,--_....-----,•-•:-----.7.-..._
embankment with the material exca- 30 cars each from Key West to the period of the last fiscal year. On to a German at his side the story To Georgian Bay via The Northwest- 4,•._.,
.,...-,,,L.•
ern Line.
vated. Two arms of Jewfish Creek, Cuban capital in from four to four June 11, 19.06, the receipts frem cus- of Mark Twain about the man . who
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time
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trip
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mainland, wee.- filled in this way and 000,000 will see the enterprise comfresh air. The relatives of this man
the corresponding period of the cur- ae, is well known, decided after his Sault Ste. Marie by rail in through
plete
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last
detail.
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there
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drawbridge, which is now in opera- will be neither bonds nor stock to rent year ended today they are more death to have his remains cremate!: sleereng cars; thence by steamer to
-harass the public with the far of,than $314,000.000. Comapring the and the climax of the story occurs Georgian Bay, sent off request. Spation.Wells within the island of Largo, possible loss, for it is a strictly one- two periods the internal revenues -when the undertaker, opening the cial low summer rates,
and completely obstructing the line man undertaking. "I try," said Mr. has increased from $233,856,542 to door of the oven to see whether in- N. M. BREEZE, General Agent, 436
Walnut St., Cincinnati, 0.
of grade, an inlani lake was encoun- Fiagler on one occasion; "to realize 325,123,093 and from miscellaneous eineration was complete, was appallREMARKABLE coxcurrE VIADUCT.
tered which had not been disclosed. the re4ponsibility of great riches." sources (other than postal) the re- ecl to hear the corpse speak out and
•
People who think they' are too
by the preliminary survey. The bot- This realizatidn led to the initial cone ceipts have increased from $41,041,- re uest him, to close the door and
any considerable base of supplies as borne by the company.
tom of the lake, which was half a atructien of the Florida East Coast 995 to $55,669,38e. The expendit- shut off the draft.
good to live ought to patronize the
This American sprung the joke eh undertaker.
is the Minium of 'Panama. The cliA general hospital for the work- mile wide and contained six feet of railway and its attendabt chain of ures for a little more than eleven
mate, although in winter delightful. men is located at Miami. From $30,- water, was composed entirely of peat. winter population and contributing month of the year are $551,00e).000
- ee
- is almost I iplcal In summer:. ,lee 00.0 to $44,000 is spent every year -On To remove -this peat and secure a millions to the prosperity of the state. about $5000,000 ahead of last year.
According to the latest report of
borers, as well as maintenance and medical attendance and •supplies for firmer foundation for the embank- Today the extension of this system is,
vonstructfon
supplies,
muet
be the men employed at the Various ment, two dredges worked steadily like the work on the Panama canal. the controller of the currency the nabrought from a distance, many of camps, an item of expense sufficiently for fifteen months. Connecting Key giving the world an exhibition of the tional banks have transacted a pro,
them from as far north as Philadel- large to make it a matter of self- Largo arra Plantation Key across possibility of carrying on in the digious amount of business in the
phia and New York, and are, there- interest for the company to see that Tavernier Creek is another steel tropics vast industrial projects with- past twelve mouths. Their deposits
fore, unacclimated. Even the water wholesome food and sanitary quar- bridge with concrete piers and abut- out extravagance and without scandal have increased by more than $277.or reproach.
supply for both men and machinery ters keep it at a minimum.
ments.
000,000. They now aggregate $4,must be transported, much of it more
Concrete Viaduct.
322,,880,141, as against $4,0,55.873.Floni hug Homes.
than 100 miles, in tank cars and
The Evening-Sun-10c, a week.
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have increased more than $e92,04e0,There's perhaps an argument in which' are towed along as the work
I "Tommy. when I tell you some0.00, now aggregating $8,476,5b01,favor of the governne;nt's digging Jim ogresses. The larger islands have
thing it wrong you do not do it?"
the canal on its own initiative 'In the permanent settlements with substan- Mayor of Milwaukee Can "Honk"
434. Loans and discounts have in"No, sir."
Ragtime or Grand Opera.
great undertaking of Henry M. Flag- tial frame buildings which probably
creased from $4,2'06,890',4)04) to $4,:
"But doesn't your conscious hurt
:se's. Net a contractor has been cut- will remain in use after the road is
631,14.3,e0e, while the bank note
Milwaukee, June 12.—Mayor Sher you thing is wrong, you keep right circulation has expanded from $516,IfloYed during the whole course of completed. At other places tents are
the work. Both the operation of the pitched at high points on the rocky burn Becker, of Milwaukee, is the on and do it?"
0eft);0•00 to $553,000,Oe te.
upon which, when
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It mattered not. The courage of deteLAMMATION OF THE BLADPRACTICAL
DER. The strain on the Kidspair which nerved him the previous
neys and inflamed membranes
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Pennsylvania Field.
"Have you any were of these stories,
boy?"
Most noted waters and baths in America
(Continued From Yesterday.)
Philip. with lips tensely set was desI-I El, IDEAL, FAMILY RESORT
WILL CURE IT
doubts. Ile chuctied thickly.
'Do yoU mean to say Mr. Wilson
Electric lighted, Steam heated, Capacity GOO guests.
"How •umny, now," he murmured perately cool again. Ile moved his WHAT THE PETMON ALLEGES
Two dosese give relief, and
sent you to dispose of this stone to "Ten, twenty-of
arm, and the constable's grasp tightassorted sizes. eh?"
No Mosquitoes No Malaria, Twenty Distinct Springs
one box wil cure any ordinary
me?" he demanded.
"Far more: Far more: lie content ened.
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FMud,
iisiinw
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case of Kidney or Bladder
"Not exactly, sir. I showed it to with what I felt you eothry.
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Mr. Isaac- _ "Yon are Iturting we," Bak' the boy.
trouble. Removes Gravel, cures
'Alm, and he recommended me to come steal. I said
Suit has been flied by the departmy business was impor- "I merely wish to put my hand in my
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to you."
Rites
$10 SO per week, $25 to $3150 per month
tant. When you are better aequninted pocket. Are yog afraid of me that you ment of justMe to dissolve the anSpecial Rates to Fannies, Fatties 1st
Weak and Lame Back, Rheuma"Ala, I see. Sit down there." indi- with me I think
thracite coal trust.
tism and all irregularities of the
Cheer's Reduced Round Trip Rates of 16 40. met Moos Central Railroad
you will find it suffi- bold me so Mat?"
cating
a
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the
door.
The
dia- ciently valuable to occupy the whole of
Kidneys and Bladder in both
The policeman, like the rest, did not
This petition in part will say:
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mond merchant himself sat at his your time."
men and women. Sold at 50
fail to notice Philip's dietion. Tho
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desk,
but
they
were both in full view
cents a box on the No Cure No
Philip was ever on the verge of scornful superiority of his words, the agreed among themselves upon a uniof each other.
Pay basis by McPherson's drug
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/4I/
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store, Fourth and Broadway,
"Where did you get it?" he asked.
•
cret wee too vast, too overpowering, him aback. Ile relaxed his grip and them or their coal companies with
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"At this moment I do not wish to go man. He did not
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output
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Western Railway
"Do you know its value?" he said, £10, a twenty carat gem of the same sult. When he saw the collection he
en the conservatory. A sudden drop
company, the defentient railroad
purity is worth any sum beyond nearly lost his senses. What had he
in temperature would kill them flow- with a sudden snap.
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ers.."—Washington Herald.
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Oak Dale Hotel

HENRY MANMEN, JR.

NEW STATE HOTEL
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CITY TRANSFER CO
Now located at

Olauber'.s Stable.
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CHAFING DISH
Denatured
Alcohol

Our Quick Service
Prescription Department

We are ready for all hinds of hauling.

For a tonic or stimulant there is
nothing superior to the

Early Times
Or.

LEE LINE STEAMERS

Jack Beam

Will J. Gilbert

O. F. PHILLIPS, Agent

S. II. WINSTEAD

4th and Broadway

411M1.1110.

as it is aged by a natural
process. Read the government
stamp---shows nine summers old.
Sold everywhere.

SECOND FRIDAY OF OUR ANNUAL JUNE CLEARANCE SALE
Yerkes Says Administration Should
Be Indorsed but No Candidate
for President.

To make this Friday of more interest we will have in connection with our first floor bargain day every special price that was on
the second and third floors today. This includes White Liiiene Suits, Skirts, Jackets and Voile Skirts; Rugs, Spreads, Hammocks, Trunks, Suit Cases, etc. We extend this sale in order that all may have the opportunity to take advantage of it.

to remind the people of
Underwear sale that is
Muslin
the big
still going on now.
You can't get such values as we
are offering, for they can't be bought
today in New York at the price we
paid for it a year ago.
We sell :1 Muslin Fnderskirt with four

Wash Ooods

We want

Bowling Green, Ky., June 13.Every county in the important Third
district will go into the Republican
state convention solid for Augustus
El. Willson for governor. This was
learned finally today after reports
had come from the various counties
In the district which held preliminary
elections for delegates and alternates.
These will meet Saturday to ratify
the convention ticket. and Augustus
E. Willson will head each one beyond the slightest doubt. No candidate in years has met with such
unanimity from the Republican Third
district as has Mr. Willson, and the
feeling among the leaders in Bowling Green is that he will carry the
state, as indicated by this strategic
section, without great difficulty. For
the first time since W 0. Bradley
was flashed across the state the sentiment is here that, in addition to the
sending of a Republican congressman to Washington from the counties
composing this division, the ,RepubBeans here will be the means, at
least in part, of sending a Republican
to Frankfort to sit in the governor's
chair.
"Mr. Willson has no more warm
admirers," said a local leader today,
"in the whole state of Kentucky than
he has in this portion, and we believe that we can aid a long way toward the success of 1907".
Republicans Indorse Witham.
Louisville, Ky., June 13.-Republicans of the Eleventh ward met at
Keyer's hall, Eighteenth and Broadway, last night and several speeches
were made indorsing the candidacy
of Angustus El. Willson for the RePublican nomination for governor.

lease of Figured Lawns, good designs,
suitable for house wear and such things.
We don't say they are worth 10c a yard,
but we do say they are cheap
at
21C
2
Another lot of Lawns in good witahable
patterns, a really good close weave, large
and small figures, Some swiss included, all in one lot Friday, yard....10C
15 pieces 40 in. French Lawns, all neat
designs, suitable for nice dresses and
children's clothes. This is a scarce
article; now we offer for, yard

98c

rows of lace separate drop liounce
and tucked, aj,
And other garments in proportion,

10 dozen of those imitation Heatherbloom Underskirts will be put on
sale Friday at,

98c

Belts Belts
lot of Wash Belts, also silk and kid
belts, colored embroidered belts,
that Bold for 15c, 25c and 35c, one lot

9c
1plaid,
lot of Belts, silk, leather, etc,; fancy
solid colors and black, all in 19c
One lot, worth up to 50c.. ......_

T -e genuine Heatherbloom ones we have
a lot to offer you Friday
at

$249
.

The don't forget the special prices
we have on in our Snit Department
and Rugs, Trunks and Suit Cases.
We will save you money on these
goods.
We also want to call your attention
to our department of Fancy • Goods,
such as Bags, Belts, Combs, etc. We
receive almost daily new creations in
this department, for our New York
office is constantly on the lookout for
new things.
Watch our windows daily: it
will save you many a,dollar.

Linen PleCelii

We have received the sample line of Shirt Waists from a large manufacturing concern and we will put these Waists on sale Friday, as long as
they last, divided into two lots, as follows:

Table Cloths

Lot 2-All White Lawn

Waists, lace trimmed and embroidered, that sold from

DRY GOODS &CARPETS

:15.5
11.4
33.3
2,5.2
8.0
9.0
11.2
14.7
27.0
7.0
22.ii
25.1
26.3

0.5
2.1
1.5
0.6
1.5
0.1
0.6
1.6
0.5
'1.7
1.4
0.4

Card of Thanks.
We wish to express our heartfelt
thanks to those who were so kind to
us during Our recent bereavement,
the illness and death of our beloved
daughter and grand-daughter, liabel
Katherine
MR. AND MRS, THOMAS HOFL1CH
AND MOTHER.
...Rep Moving Pictures at the Park
all this 'week
Love is a lesson we al*ys learn by
lb*art.

customer.

25 dozen Men's Shirts in all sizes, neat
black and white patterns, also dark patterns and soft shirts with collars attached, best value to be had for
the money
..

49C

If You See a thing in Our Ads

That can't attend these sales can obtain the bargains'providing letter is written day oj sale.
Satisfactron guaranteed.

You can depend on it. It we say a thing is
worth 50 cents it's worth 50 cents and not
2.5 or 35 cents.

rite
fall
rise
r se
rise
rise
rise
fall
ills.,
fall
riso
rise
rise

Green and St. John. government
inspectors let the boats off light yesterday. The,Fattaie Wal:ace wl1 have
to go out on the dry docks for repairs
and filings- repairs not requiring the
boat to be locked, were ordered on
the Mary N.
The ferryboat, Bettie Owen, will
be laid up for a few days getting ropairs to the timber cylinders. These
repairs are tnrItt voluntarily by the

boat and not on instruct400e fro mthe
Inspectors.
The Barth, virrh Henry Kopf in
command, went to Brookport this
morning towing a barge of coal from
the West Kentucky Coal company to
French's showboat. The Argand Is
towing the showboat. French's showboat passed down' early this morning
from the Ohio river end did not
stop. The showboat may return here
Captain James Koger, of the St.
Louis and Tennessee River Packet
company, has returned from a trip
to the Jamestown fair. ,
The J. B. Finley with a big tow
morning from
passed down
this
Pittsburg for the Mississippi river.
The Barret. of the Barret line, of
Cairo, passed up for the Ohio river
last night.
The Scotia left for the Tennessee
rlver yesterday with five barges to
bring out a tow of ties.
The Blue Spot left this morning
for the Tennessee river as far as Waterloo, Ala after ties.
afterThe Peter Lee
'
noon from Nfornnhis and left beforfe
day for Cincinnati.
The Savannah was expected today
river for St.
from the Tennessee
Louis.
The Rennin did rwst get away from

OsH For Convention.
The Republicans of the city of Pedurah, Ky.. are hereby called to meet
In mass convention at the city hall in
the city of Paducah, Ky., on Thursday, June 27. 1907, at 3 o'clock p. m.
for the purpose of selecting can,11dates for all of the city offices that
are to be filled at the election in
November, 1907,
FRANK BOYD. Chairman.
C. W. MERRIWEATHER, Sec.
W. D. Huber,
General president oi the Carpettors of America, will address an on. n
meeting of organized labor and their
friends at Central Labor hall. F.I 'ay
alight. June 14.
J,
;C. REAVIS,
JOE ARTS,
GEO. WATTS, Commite,

a

43c

Men's Shirts

$3.00 to $3.50, at.

Our Customers living Out of Town

Cairo
Chattanooga
Cincinnati
Evansville
Florence
Johnsonville
Louisville
Mt. Carmel
Nashville
Pittsburg
St. Louis
Mt. Vernon
Paducah

2 dozen Red, Fringed Table cloth,
size58-10, good 75c value, for.

Lot 1-All White Lawn Waists, with lace and embroidery that sold for $2.00, $2.50
and $3,00, at.

There are some very exceptional values in these lots and we will sell but two to

Senator Cox Would Accept.
Maysville, Ky., June 13.-Apropos
of a statement that State Senator
William H. Cox had been mentioned
for a place on the Republican state
ticket, but that he had not been
heard from and that it was not known
whether he would accept a place on
the ticket, Senator Cox declared: "I
am at my party's call and will accept a place on the ticket provided I
am nominated and the ticket is not
dictated by a clique." Senator Cox
is mentioned for lieutenant governor, CLEVER INVENTION OF PAM"which place he is especially fitted by
'CAR BLACKSMITH.
reason'of his long experience in the
state senate. Senator Cox says he
would prefer the auditorship to that
Prevents Damage to Roof, and Saves
of lieutenant governor.
Much Time in Shingling
Yerkes' Last Word.
Houses.
Louisville, Ky.. June 13.-John
W. Yerkes, former commissioner of
loternal revenue, who will be a delegate to the coming Republican state vented by S. T. Wooten, of
this city,
convention before leaving Washingand patent granted on it. Mr. Wooton for-his-home in Danville, dictated
to the Washington correspondent of ten is a well known blacksmith at
has
the Louisville Herald, the following 517 North Tenth street, and
statement in reply to a question as been working on his patent for some
to whether he favored indorsing a time. When workmen are shingpresidential candidate this year: ling a house it Is necessary for them
"This is a state year: 19118 is the na- to nail a board so as to keep from
Every effort should be falling. Besides the danger from
tional year
made to concentrate every energy falling it is often damaging to the
on the state race For that reason, roof. Mr. Wootan's bracket clamp*
1 doubt whether It is wipe to declare on and is a great saving in time. Lofor any presidential candidate, but to cal contractors have seen it and proallow that action to await the meet- nounced it a success. Mr. Wooten
ing of the state convention In 1908. will organize a company to manuIt has not been the custom at Re- facture the bracket and expects it
publican conventions called in Ken- to be started by August 1.
tucky to name state candidates to declare presidential preferences President Roosevelt and his administration..,
are entitled to and should reeeive
the heartiest and sincere commendation. lie is a great statesmen. and
deserves the fullest support in his
great work."

One dozen each hemstitched drawn
work all linen scarfs and table covers at
following prices :
75c ones, size 18x50,
69c
15c ones, size 30x30, for
50c ones, size 1805, for.
39e

We have opened up one thousand new Panama, Semi-Voila, Mohair,
\rode and Cloth Skirts. This is a lot we were to have in this sale, but
owing to too much goods and not enough room we were unable to
show them, SO TOMORROW IS SKIRT DAY. Prices are

$2.95, $3.95, $4.95, $5.95 and $6.95
Extremely Low Prices on Fine Skirts

Don't Fail to Attend Levy's Special
Skirt Day Sale Tomorrow.

St. Louis when expected and will arrive tonight or in the morning on the
way to the Tennessee river.
The Evansville trade was represented by the Jahn Hopkins today.
Charles Brigmeyer at the dry
docks nearly stumbled into the river
last night when his foot hit some
soft substance. The object struck flew
into the air with a squeal and he
knew he had stumbled over one of
the big river rats.
The river rose 0.4 in 24 hours here
showing a stage this morning of
26.3. On the same date last year the
stage was 9.5.
The Dick Fowler cleared for Cairo
uneventfully this morning and will
return tonight.
The Kentucky will arrive this evening from the Tennessee river.
Official Forecasts.
The Ohio from Evansville to Cairn.
will continue rising slowly during the
next two days,
The Tennessee from Florence to
below Johnsonville, will rise during
the next 36 hours.
The Mississippi from Chester to
Cairo, will continue to rise slowly
during the next 24 to SG hours.
The Wabash at Mt. Cannel will
continue falling during the next 36
hours, passing below the flood stage
tonight or Thursday.
Note: Mail reports from Nashville
show the stage at that point to have
been 22.5 ,yeaterday, instead of 31.4
as received and published here.
HOTEL ARRIVALS.
Palmer-J. B. Heel('k Chicago: J
D. Scales, Guthrie; J. C. Short, Now
York; J. M. Humphrey, Louisville;
W. J. Prescott, Memphis: L. F
Chace. Saltillo, Tenn.: C. M. Bernell,
Owensboro; J. A. Logan, Cincinnati;
V. A. Coleman, Louisville; R. A.
Ezell, Dyersburg, Tenn.; J. J. Powers, Cape Girardeau. Me.; W. C
Cooper, Knoxville, Tenn.
Belvedere-T. V. Hughes, Rochester. N. Y.; W. L. Houston, Owensboro; B. A. James. Evansville; C. (3
Molgand, Read Oak. la.; H.. J. Dusk.
Chleago; H. G. Catotor, Cincinnati;
J. A. Lamey, Evansville,
New Riehmond-W. C. Wilson,
Nashville; J. I. Palmer Mayfleffl: 81.
A. Caldwell, Starter: Frank Norman,
Hillerman: J. B. Duniavy, frt. Louis:
L. B. Price, Paris. Tenn.: J. H.
Shaw, Bloomington, III.; 0. A. Condit, Evansville: D. L. Grace, Naofivine; F. F. Maher. Mumeatine, 1. T.
St. Nicholas-George Brandon. Tip
Top, Tenn.; J. E. Biter, Memphis,
Tenn.; B. Johnson, Memphis', Tenn.;
I. N. Gore and wife, Vienna; S. C.
Cromwell, Dyersbnrg; A. W. Hurtle.
Chattanoo. Tenn.; W. J. Miller.
Benton: William Morgan, Mayfleld:
T. B. Mathews, Aurora; W. B. King,
Hasel; Felix Martin, Martin,

317 BROADWAY
'Most people who claim to be contented are tooroly realigned.

Capital
Surplus
Stockholders liability

•

•

.•

Total security to depostt or
$250,000
Accounts of individn al' and firms solicited. We appreciate
moat! an well au large de positors and accord to all the &auto
rearteons treatment.

UBSCR18E FOR ThE SUN--TEN CENTS A WEEK

On Friday next, commencing at 9 o'clock, we.will
sell you this beautiful little mirror, size 6x8, framed
in assorted colors of wood, for

This little article was made to sell for twenty-five
cents, and is useful as well as ornamental.

